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How many Moscow Rail Termini 1 ... and Marks 1 
I AN L.G. BAILLIF 

In BJRP 59 (ref.10) Noel warr gave details of various ~scow Station marks. 'Ibis was followed 
in~ 60 (ref.11) by Dr El1ward Kossoy ~ detailed ~scow (and sane other) Station postmarks 
and stated that, in 1917, there were 'at least 13 [!) railway station post offices' in ~scow 
- he named 14 but in a footnote equated 2 as a re-naming effect, leaving his total of 13. 'Ibey 
were both discussing termini. What I seek to do is to reconcile this statement by Dr Kossoy with 
the statements frc:rn Warr and other sources that there were only 9 termini, and then to slllllllarise 
their marks. 

Dr Kossoy bases his study on t"-'O lists p.mlished in the Soviet Collector 11 (1974) by Prof. 
Luchnik, one 'before 1891' and one '1903-17'. 'lbe other sources I wish to bring into play are 
a book by Grove (ref.1), the Russian Railway Timetable for winter 1912-13 (ref. 2) 0 Baedeker 
(ref.3), which Bill Kethro (ref.5) and warr both used, the ~scow 1936 Directory (ref.4), and 

'ionge's 1976 railway map (ref.6). 'lbe following table collates information frc:rn these sources, 
the stations being m.nnbered according to Baedeker /Warr: 

WARR No: 

pre-1891 

1903-17 

1912 
1912-13 
1914 
1936 
1976 

TT route 

Opened 

WARR No: 

pre--1891 
1903-17 

1912 
1912-13 
1914 
1936 
197G 

TT route 

Opened 

THE CHANGING NAMES OF THE NINE MOSCOW RAILWAY TERMINI 

('N + number' denotes the relevant footnote) 
[For further details on the opening of the Rail routes, consult ref. 8] 

1 2 3 4 

Nikolas(SPB) - Ryazan (N1) [Nizhni Novgorod {N2)] 
[Kursk (N2) 1 

- [Yaroslav 1 Kazan -
[Severny {N3)] 

St Petersburg Yaroslaf Ryazan Kursk & Nizhninovgorod 
Nik. (N6) Syev. M.-Kaz. M.-Kur. 
Nikolas{SPB) Yaroslavl Kazan & Ryazan Kursk & Nizhninovgorod 
Leningrad Severny(Yaroslavl ) Kazan Kursk 
Leningrad Yaroslavl Kazan Kursk 

100 155 160 158 to NN 108 to K 

1851 1862 or 3 1864 1862 1867 

5 6 7 8 9 
-- ---

Brest - - - -
(Smolensk then] Bryansk Vindava Savelovo (Ryazan-Ural (N4)] 
[Alexander 1 (Saratov 1 
Smolensk Bryansk Vindava Saveloff Pavelets 
Aleksandr.(N6) M.-K. - V. ll'J.-\i. -R. 'Butyrskaya' Ural. 
Aleksander(Brest) Bryansk Vindava Savelovo Saratov 
Beloruss. Kiev Rzhev(N5) Savelovo Saratov (Pavyelets) 
Byelorussia Kiev Riga Savelovo Pavyelets --- . 

90 111 65d 15da 181 a 

1870 Post'90? Post'90? Post'90? By 1907 
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Notes: 1. '!be pre-1891 'Ryazan' Station is surely Warr No.3 (opened 1864) and not Warr No.9, 
( opened much later). 

2. '!be pre-1891 'Nizhni Novgorod' and 'Kursk' Stations are presumably both Warr No.4, 
known by different names, as these routes were operated by different canpanies 
which later amalgamated, with marks for the fonner noted 1880-1911 but for the 
latter only fran 1908. Cne wonders if there were two PO's at this Station, which 
was a through station; has anyone a map for the 1870-90 period which might help? 

3. I have entered the 1903-17 'Severny' Station as being the Warr No.2 (note its 
Timetable and 1936 name). However, 'Severny' is the name of the railway oanpany 
operating out of Warr Nos. 2 & 8, so this 1903-17 station MIGHT be Warr No.8. 

4. '!be 1903-17 'Ryazan-Ural' Station seems to be Warr No.9 (note its Timetable name), 
and I have (see below) 5.1910 and 11.1913 oval marks so inscribed; I do not happen 
to believe that this name was ever used for Warr No.3 (whose marks seen so far all 
do state 'Kazan' ) • 

s. '!be 1936 source name is 'Rzhevskii'. 
6. Trains start at •~scow M. Kur.' (viz Warr No.4) then call at this Warr station -

examples of the through station interconnection discussed below. 

'!bus the 9 station count for ~scow is, I believe, confinned (see sketch map); the higher 
total quoted by Kossey is the result of including changed station names for Warr Nos. 2, 3, 4 
& 9. Which is, of course, not to discount the importance to us of these name changes, for they 
occur in the marks themselves for at least two of the stations, as sunmarised below. 

It is clear fran the maps of ~scow which I have to hand that several of the ~scow Termini 
were interconnected either by being through stations (eg the Kursk and the Aleksander Stations) 
or via the circular line eventually canpleted around ~scow which made access between sane of 
the stations none too difficult, although of course we know of no TPO's which did actually pass 
through ~scow rather than terminate there. 

Ia:>king at the pre-Revolution handstamps used at the PO's at these stations, and using Dr 

Kossoy's nanenclature, 
Bx = boxed rectangular type 
Hx = hexagonal dots type 
Cl single circle type; Zh.D. at top, town at foot (Cdbl for a 

double circle variant) 
C2 single circle type; town at top, Zh.D. at foot (C3 for later 

Nikol. Zh.D. variant) 
0v = oval; town at top, Vokzal at foot 

but avoiding details like code numbers/letters etc because they are not always quoted in the 
sources, we can now see that nost of the expected marks do exist - the Warr and Kossey 
examples being fran refs. 10 and 11, and the Lloyd examples fran ref.9: 

Warr No.1 : Bx 1853 ('i'.Jarr) - 57 (Lloyd); HX 1860 (Kossey) - 66 (Warr); Cl 1860 (Kossey) -
66 (Lloyd) also, being usually associated with Hx (but not always, eg I have an 
1864 entire, with HX as an obliterator, but no Cl); C2 & 3 - 1877-94 (Warr); 
0v 1910 (Warr) - ld (Baillie). 

Warr No.2 C2 18xx (Baillie, on 7kop black & red but year off stamp); 0v 1909 (Warr) - 15 
(Baillie). 

Warr No.3 C2 style 1899 (Baillie); 0v 1906 (Kossey) - 10 (Baillie). 

Warr No.4 inscribed 'Nizhni Novgorod': C2 1880 - 90 (Warr); 0v 1906 (Warr) - 11 (Lloyd) 
inscribed 'Kursk - Nizheg.': C2 1908 (Warr) 

inscribed 'Kursk': 0v 1911 (Warr). 

Warr No.5 inscribed 'Brest': C2 1893 - 98 (Warr); 0v 1906 (Baillie) - 11 (Kossey) 
inscribed 'Aleks.': 0v 1913 - 16 (Baillie). 
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SAVELOVO 
UPPER VOLGA 

Sl'IOLENSK 
BREST-LITOVSK 
WARSAW 
WESTERN FRONTIER 

SKETCH MAP OF 

RAIL TERMINI 

IN MOSCOW 

Station Nos. are 
as in Baedeker: 
see Warr BJRP 59 

Warr No.6 0/ 1913 (Lloyd). 

warr No.7 o, 1917 (Lloyd). 

S.E. RUSSIA 

YAROSLAVL 
ARKHANGEL SK 

KUR SK 
SEVASTOPOL 

Warr No.9 inscribed 'Ryaz.-Uralsk' : 0/ 1910 - 13 (Baillie). 

'lhus marks fran 8 of the 9 staticns are now recorded. Has anyone a strike fran Warr No.8? 
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Russian Parcel Cards, 1904-1917 
IVO STEYN 

In past issues of the ~ 1, parcel cards and m:ney orders have already received sane attention. 
Of the two, parcel cards have always been my favourites. Parcel cards seem to be a bit roore 
difficult to find than the relatively plentiful m:ney orders, and the extremely cxrnplex charge 
system - of which roore later - made for unusual and <X>lairful frankings. Another a~ling 
feature they share with rocney orders is that parcel cards are examples of 1'ffl011y legitimate 
postal traffic, uncontaminated by even the slightest trace of philatelic rootives. 

Before we delve into the rates for parcels it might be useful to review sane of the basics. In 
fig.la fairly typical parcel card is shown. If we move fran top to bottan we read: 

SOPROI/IJ)ITEINfI MlRES 
k posylkye 

TSYENNOI NA • • • rub. 
NALCYZHENNYI PIATEZH 
KCMU ••• 
KUDA ••• 

rub •••• kop. 

ADDRESS F<B1 
for a parcel 

VALUED AT • • • rub. 
~ TO BE RECEIVED • • • rub. • • • kop. 
TO ••• (Name) 

IN. • • (address) 

Fran which it will be obvious that this particular form was suited for both insured parcels 
and c.o.o. shipnents. '!here were also forms which did not have thec.o.o.optioo, and forms 
specifically for uninsured parcels, in which the third line of text reads BEZ TSYENY -
WI'llKX11' VALUE (fig. 2 ) • 

Apart fran the stamps and the calculation of the total charge at the lower left, we see the 
datestamp of the office of dispatch, and the minber (handwritten) under which the parcel was 
entered into that office's 'logbook'. en the reverse we find IOC>re roan for stamps, a preprinted 
staterrent that the parcel. has been received (to be signed and dated by the recipient), the 
datestamp of the receiving office and the number under which the parcel was entered in that 
office 's logbook. 

l'arcel cards are a relatively modem Eilencmenon in Russia. '!hey were first taken into use on 
l April 1904, and are thus part of the drive to modernise the RuRsian postal system which was 
undertaken in the first decade of this century. 

'Ihe charge for sending a parcel could consist of as many as six canponents at first. '!his 
fantastically cumberscme system was streamlined sanewhat during the following years, as we 

will see. Early parcel cards - say from the first three m:inths of operation - often have 
little hand.stamped tables at lower left, in which the postal official could write an itemised 
calculation of the total charge. In later cards this table or a similar one is preprinted. 

Before we review the charge system a word of warning is in order. Che of the sources used for 
this article is the fairous l.obachevskii catalogue2, an excellent source for statistical infor
mation about postal rates. However, the section concerning parcel rates contains a glaring 
error, probably caused by IDbachevskii having missed at least one change in the rates between 
1870 and 1904. 'Ihe following is based partly on l.obachevskii and partly on the Handbook, as 
serialised in the BJRP. 

First Period : 1 April 1904 - 30 June 1904 

In this period the total rate could consist of as many as six canponents. 'Ihe card in fig.l 
has these cxrnponents listed in the snall, hand.stamped charge table, and we will review the 
canpa1ents one by one. 

'Ihe first cxrnponent is usually described as VYES. or VYE&N., and depends on the weight of 
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the parcel and the distance travelled. For the calculaticn of this canponent, the Russian 
Empire was divided into three ZOnes: 

European Russia and Transcaucasia ZOne 1 
ZOne 2 
ZOne 3 

Western and Central Siberia, and Central Asia 
Eastern Siberia and the offices in Manchuria and China 

Furthernore, the parcels were also subdivided according to weight: 

First Category 
Secrnd Category 
'!bird Category 

2 funt or less (lfunt = 409.5 grams) 
fran 2 to 7 funt 
ioore than 7 funt 

'lbe charge was then calculated as foll<:Ms: 

Within Within Within 
'lb 

Weight 
Zone 1 zone 2 ZOne 3 

.Adjacent 
ZOne 

Up to 2 funt 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.40 

2 to 7 funt 0.40 0.60 0.80 0.80 

For each funt over 7 funt: 

5 kopeks if within the same province (for Zone 1 and Zone 3) 
10 kopeks if within the same province (for ZOne 2) 
for parcels which are sent across a province border: 

up to 500 verst 0.05 
500 - 1000 verst 0.10 (1 verst = 1.00668 km) 

1000 - 2000 verst 0.20 

ZOne 1 to 
Zone 3 or 
vice versa 

0.60 

1.20 

2000 - 3000 verst 0.25 Note: distances are calculated between the 
3000 - 4000 verst 0.30 capitals of the provinces in question. 
over 4000 verst 0.35 

'lbe second item on the charge list is the S'IRAl<H., short for S'IRAI<H0\11\NIE or insurance. 
Although all the sources claim that the insurance fee was¼%, every single parcel card fran 
this period which I've inspected showed a S'IRAl<H. charge of h. I have no explanation for 
this discrepancy, but I'm inclined to go with the material at hand and put this charge at h 
of the insured sum. 

'lbe third · ccrnponent is the ROSPISKA. 'Ibis was a~ charge of 5 kopeks for the act of enter
ing the parcel into the logbook. Of course, a fixed charge could just as well have been 

absorbed into, say, the weight charge, and this simplification was in fact introduced into 
the charge system later. In the handstamped charge table in fig.1 the 5 kopek ROOPISKA charge 
is preprinted. 

'lbe fourth canponent is the KCMMISSIYA, the camli.ssicn for extracting the c.o.o. anount (if 
any) fran the recipient. 'lhis camli.ssion was 2%, but this percentage was calculated in a 
rather odd way. 'lbe c.o.o. aioolint was first rounded up, and only then was the percentage 
calculated. 'Ibis means that a c.o.o. aioount of 15.10 rubles was first rounded up;rards to 
16 rubles, so that 2% of this turned out to be 32 kopeks and not 31 or 30 as you might expect! 
'lhis charge had a minill'lurn of 10 kopeks. 

'lbe fifth canponent is the DOOTAVKA. Normally speaking, the recipient had to collect the 
parcel at the post office or pay a small fee to have it delivered to his hane. However, the 
sender could also prepay this latter fee. In practice this rarely happened. None of the 
sources I was able to cx:nsult mentioned an am:,unt for this service, but Judging fran other 
evidence it will have been of the order of 10 kopeks. 

'lbe sixth and last canponent was MATERIALY. A parcel had to be sealed with sealing wax before 
it could go into the p:>st, and this sealing had to be done at the p:>st office. If the custaner 
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Fig.3 
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had brought his own sealing wax that was fine, but the postal official also operated a small 
sideline in sealing wax and other wrapping material. According to Bazilevicll3, the profits 
fran this could be kept by the postal officials as a supplement to their nooest salaries. 
Usually, the fee for providing sealing wax was 3 kopeks, but one occasiooally finds higher 
am:xmts if, say, wrapping paper or twine were also provided. 

Incidentally, it will be obvious ~y there were no parcel cards with an imprinted stamp, like 
there were 15 and 25 kopek. IIDley orders : the rate system for parcels was simply too oanplex, 
and as a result the am:xmt to be charged differed fran parcel to parcel. 

As an example, let us try to unravel the rate for the parcel card in fig.3. 'Ihis was a parcel 
with a declared value of 1 ruble, no c.o.o., fran Kublicll in Podolia to Warsaw. '!he parcel 
weighed 5 ftmt, and the - beautifully written - calculation of the rate is as follows: 

Weight: 
Insurance 
Rospiska 

5 ftmt is Second Category, wi thin z.one 1 
h of 1.00, rounded upwards 
flat rate of 

Materials, here explicitly described as sealing wax 

0.40 
0.01 
o.os 
0.03 

Total 0. 49 

It 's a pity that fig.3 isn't in colour, as the 49 kopek. rate has been colourfully translated 
into stamps of 35 and 14 kopeks of the 1902-1904 issue. 
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'lhe card shown in fig.1 is a zoore OC11Plex case. '!his was a parcel with a declared value of 10 
rubles, fran Nizhnii-Novgorod to warsaw, weighing 9 funt. 'lbe calculatioo. goes: 

Weight 

Insurance 
Rospiska 

the first 7 funt, within zone 1 
the last 2 funt (1000-2000 verst = 2 x 0.20) 
h of 10.00, rouooed up 

0.40 
0.40 
0.03 
o.os 

Materials, probably sealing wax 0.03 

Total 0.91 

Second Period: 1 July 1904 - 31 December 1904 

'lhe charge for the ROSPISKA is absorbed into the weight charge, and the weight charge system 
itself is streamlined sane,,mat. 'lhe geograplical zones remain as before, but the 'lhird 

Category now caisists of parcels fran 7 to 12 funt, and the new Fourth Category of parcels 
over 12 funt in weight. 'lhe new rates are then: 

Within Within Within 
'lb zone 1 to 

Weight Mjaoent zone 3 or 
zone l zone 2 zone 3 

zone vice versa 

Up to 2 funt 0.25 0.35 0.45 0.45 0.65 
2 to 7 funt 0.45 0.65 a.as a.as 1.25 
7 to 12 funt 0.65 0.95 1.25 1.25 1.85 
EVery extra funt o.os 0.10 0.15 0.15 0.20 

Note that this did not caistitute an increase in rates. 'lhe rates for the bio lowest Categories 
are as before, except for the fact that they now include the 5 kopek Ra.PISKA charge. 'lhe rates 
for heavier parcels are about the same for an average parcel of the 'lhird Category. 

Fig.4 shows us a parcel card fran this period. Notice that this card now has a preprinted table 
for calculating the various charges, and also notice that this card m..ist have been printed 
before July 1st, as it still has roan for the now defunct 'ROSPISKA' charge! A final point to 
notice is that a blue-lined white label has been stuck oo. to the card. 'lhese labels were 
gradually introduced during the latter part of 1904 for insured mail. 'lhe calculation of the 
rate is straightforward and left as an exercise to the reader. 

Third Period: 1 January 1905 - 14 April 1917 (?) 

Cn 1 January 1905 the insurance (S'mAKH.) rates were streamlined. 'lhe new rates were: 

Declared value up to 10 rubles 0.10 
Declared value fran 10 to 100 rubles 0.25 
EVery extra 100 rubles or part thereof 0.15 

It is easy to 'NOrk out that this caistituted a raise in insurance rates for parcels valued up 
to 160 rubles and a decrease in rates for parcels with a value higher than 160 rubles. 

You will note the question mark behind the second date of this period. Although zoost of the 
other postal rates were changed - sanetimes zoore than ooce ! - during this period, I have 
found no reference to any changes in the rates for parcels. I am therefore forced to assume 
the parcel rates did not change until 14 April 1917, when the first mentioo of new rates for 
parcels is made. If readers possess parcel cards fran the WWl years it would be possible to 
check if the rates on these cards match the rates mentiooed above. 
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Fourth Period: 15 April 1917 - 14 August 1917 

IIAPDllli. 

Ac<x>rding to Iobadlevskii, the weight charges (cnl.y?) were raised en 15 April 1917. However, 
the z.one system was also altered sane't\'hat: 

~ : Ebropean Russia 
!:!!!2: Westem Siberia, Central Asia, the "caucasus" (however defined) and 

Transcaucasus 
f2l!.2: Eastern Siberia 

'!he new rates were: 

Within Within Within 'lb 1.one 1 to 
Weight 

z.one 1 1.one 2 1.one 3 
Mjacent z.one 3 or 
z.one vice versa 

Up to 2 funt 0.40 0.60 0.75 0.75 1.05 
2 to 7 funt 0.75 1.05 1.40 1.40 2.00 
7 to 12 funt 1.05 1.55 2.00 2.00 3.00 
Every extra funt Not listed 
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Presumably, the insurance rates and other charges remained as before. Note that this a:nsti
tuted a huge increase in the rates for parcels, possibly a catching-up for the many times 
these rates were not raised aloog with the other postal rates between 1904 and 1917. 'llle 
missing infonnaticn ccncerning parcels over 12 funt is m:,st irritating, but it can be rean
structed by empirical methods ,. Please examine your collecticns for parcel cards pertaining to 
parcels over 12 funt fran this 4-m:nth period. 

Fifth Period: 15 August 1917 - 28 February 1918 (?) 

'llle secxind date is cnce again in doubt. I have no infonnaticn about parcel rates beyond 
August 1917, but it seems likely they were raised at the same time as the other danestic 
rates. 

'!his time the whole weight charge system was drastically altered. Now cnly two categories of 
parcels were distinguished: 12 funt and less, and m:,re than 12 funt. For the first category, 
the rates were: 

Weight 

Up to 12 funt 

Within 
zone 1 

2.00 

Within 
zone 2 

3.00 

Within 
To zone 1 to 
J\djacent zone 3 or zone 3 
zone vice versa 

4.00 4.00 6.00 

For each adliticnal funt, a simplified versicn of the distance system of the first period was 
reinstated, and the charges were: 

up to 1000 verst 
1000 - 2000 verst 
2000 - 3000 verst 
3000 - 4000 verst 

0.10 
0.20 
0.25 
0.30 

over 4000 verst 0.35 

Insurance rates were also raised: 

for every funt over 12 funt 

Declared value up to 10 rubles 0.15 
Declared value fran 10 to 100 rubles 0.30 (wroogly stated to be 0.50 by Id>a.chevskii) 
Every extra 100 rubles or part thereof 0.30 (ditto) 

An example is the card shown in fig.5. '!his parcel with a declared value of 300 rubles, 
weighing just over 39 funt, was to be sent fran Vladivostok to Rostov, but the outbreak of 
the Civil war apparently prevented the parcel fran being sent. 'lllus, the•~• is still 
attached at the left, since this Kupon was nonnally sent to the adressee. 

'lll.e calculaticn of the various charges: 

Weight 

Insurance 
Materials 

the first 12 funt, fran zone 3 to zone 1 
the remaining 28 funt, (over 4000 verst = 28 x 0.35) 
0.30 + 2 X 0.30 
seems the cnly explanatioo for the final charge of 

6.00 
9.80 
0.90 
o.os 

16.75 

of which 16.,50 is stuck to the froo.t of the card and a final 25 kopeks cn the reverse. 
Instead of a blue-lined label we see a Vladivostok ccntrol cachet, which is in blue-green. 

We also know the DOOTAVKA charge for this period. In the 'capitals' (however these were 
defined, possibly Q.iberniya capitals) it was 1 ruble, elser.tiere it was 50 kopeks. Presunably, 
the KCHnSSIYA charges remained at 21, but I strcngly suspect the MATERIAL! charges were 
raised around this time, if not before, and the above example seems to bear this out. 

Of course, parcel rates were sucked into the vortex of Hyperinflatioo socn afterwards, and 
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presunably changed as often as the other danestic rates: 12 times in 1918-1922. '1be noted 
Soviet prl.latelist B. Kaminskii seems determined to unravel all postal rates, and we await 
his future articles in 'Soviet Collector' with great interest. 

If the world were perfect this would be the end of this article. ~ver, the parcel cards 
ate finds in practice occasiatally present puzzling exoeptiatS to the rates outlined above. 
'Ibis brings us to the various possible oarpl.icatiatS that could beset the delivery of a parcel. 
'1be nDSt important of these oarpl.icatiatS are: 

1. '!he addressee has rooved to a different address. '1be parcel is then sent a1 to the new 
address. '!he weight charge for this part of the journey is charged to the addressee, and this 
is visible in an additiatal franking for this annmt (usually at the reverse of the card), 
cancelled at the post office were the parcel was finally handed in to the addressee. 

?• '!he addressee refuses to accept a C.O.D. parcel. '!he parcel is then sent back to the sender, 
and the weight charge for this trip is charged to the sender. '1be signs to look for are 
stamps, cancelled at the original post office of departure but sane time after the parcel was 
originally sent. Again, this additiatal franking is usually found at the reverse of the card. 

3. '1be addressee can not be found. '1be parcel is then sent back to the sender, following the 
same procedure as under 2. 

Incidentally, oarpl.icatiatS such as 1-3 above are usually also visible in an impressive array 
of postmarks a1 the card, and it is possible to reconstruct \fflat has haA;lel'led to a parcel 
simply by listing the postmarks in chrcnological order. 

,Finally, it is worth remarking that OClll)licatiatS as 1-3 could make sending a parcel an expen
sive tmdertaking for the sender if sanething went wning (as has been pointed out by David 
Skiptoo). It is easy to construct horrific examples of this. say, a c.o.o. parcel is sent fran 
~cow to OOessa, the addressee has rooved to Vladivostok, the parcel is sent to Vladivostok, 
the addressee refuses to accept the parcel, the parcel is sent back to ~cow, the sender has 
rooved to Khabarovsk in the meantime, the parcel is sent after him to Khabarovsk, and the man 
who originally sent the parcel ends up having to pay a fortune to take possessioo of it again! 

O:lnplicatiatS as described above usually also result in various cachets oo the parcel card. 
If a parcel is sent back to the sender, one usually sees a cachet reading: 

SLYEIXJE:l' V'ZYSKAT VYESOVYJaf SJD{{N ( 1. 25) 
To be paid in weight-fees (1.25) 

and these cachets exist in a great variety of designs (examples shown in figs.6-7). If an 
addressee failed to collect his parcel at the post office ate occasiatally sees a cachet that 
a S\.ll1000S (POI/YES'IKA) has been sent to the addressee, and that the lazy swine has one week to 
collect the parcel. If the addressee were willing to pay for the privilege, the parcel could 
also be delivered to his bane w.ich usually resulted in a cachet stating that the IX);TAVKA 

fee had to be paid. However, these cachets are seldan seen. 

I know of one parcel card w.ich had the original receipt issued to the sender stuck to it. 
Since the parcel in questioo was returned to the sender after the addressee could not be 
found, it can be concluded that the sender had to present his original receipt '4m.erl he 
collected his parcel at the post office again. Why said receipt was then stuck to the parcel 
card is not clear. 

As an example of all this misery, let us examine figs.Ba and Bb. 'lhese are the frcnt and back 
of a parcel card for a parcel without declared value for wich a c.o.D. ~t of 14 rubles 
was to be extracted fran the addressee. '!he parcel weighed 12 funt and was sent fran I.odz to 
Merv in Central Asia. '1be weight charge of 1.25 is preprinted a1 the card, indicating that the 
sender apparently sent out a lot of parcels weighing 12 funt. '1be Camrl.ssioo charge (2% of 
14.00=0.28) brings the total rate to 1.53. fbwever, the parcel ran into trouble at Merv. '1be 

addressee refused to accept the parcel (faint cachet OD<:AZ. = refused) and the parcel was 
returned to rooz. Here the sender had to fork over another 1.25 to pay for the return journey, 
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and this airotmt is affixed en the back of the parcel card. 'lhe cancellations also tell the 
story if you order them chronologically: 

LOD'Z 1st Town post office 31-5-11 (departure of parcel) 
MERV 1st Town post office 14-6-11 (arrival at Merv) 

(Normally, the departure date fran Merv should also be visible in a postmark 
sanewhere, but this a};P!ars to have been forgotten this time) 

LOD'Z ls~ Town post office 24-8-11 (parcel retunied at Iooz) 

LOD'Z 1st Town post office (en 1.25 in stamps) 29-8-11 (parcel collected by sender) 

1here are quite a few parcel cards en the market fran 1917-1918, usually fran troubled areas 
like the Ukraine and Bessarabia. Apparently the outbreak of the Civil War disrupted the postal 
system to such a degree that many parcels could not be delivered (or even sent en their way) 
to their destinatioo. At ooe time or another, such defunct parcel cards were 'liberated' fran 
the post office archives and found their way to the eager hands of collectors. 

In my own collectioo, parcels to Warsaw and other Polish cities seem to be in a oanfortable 
majority, presumably the result of sane 'liberated' post office files fran that city. Parcel 
cards fran other areas of the Russian Elnpire seem to be roc>re difficult to find. 
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Like the stamps on llOiley orders, stamps on parcel cards were often pmctured. Presumably, this 
was to discourage pilfering of 'spent' parcel cards. However, of the cards I've seen the pmc
tured cards were in a minority. 
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A Temporary Postal Wagon Datestamp 
P.T. ASHFORD 

I recently came across an oval postal wagcn datestamp which has pizzled a number of collectors. 
'!his was the double oval reading CliEmCASSY * 1 * BOBRINSKAYA with a single star at the base. 
Prof.N.V. Luchnik, in his splendid article 'Russia's Railway Mails' (Soviet Collector, 1974), 
illustrates this same datestamp to show the fact that the number '1' in this case indicates 
the serial mmlber of the postmark, and not (of course) the railway route. Prof. Luchnik's 
example is dated 31.1.11. Dr E. Kossoy (BJRP 63 p.46) has a number of examples dated 6.1.14. 
My example (below) is dated 5.12.13. 

'lllis Ol.erkassy-Bobrinskaya line (of 29 versts) was not listed either as a numbered or an 
un-numbered route in the 1916 P.O. List and would have been sanething of an unsolved mystery 
but for the help of Baedeker's Russia (1914). Qi. the journey M:>soowooOOE!ssa (via Bakhmach and 

Bobrinskaya) Baedeker says (p.386) that this line, the shortest route beo.ieen M:>soow and 

OOessa, was at the end of 1913 open for traffic only as far as Bobrinskaya. 'llle rest of the 
line was opened in the stmner of 1914. 

'lllus at the time this datestamp appears to have been used(? Jan. 1911 - mid 1914) the line 
temporarily finished at Bobrinskaya, where it was due to cross the main Kiev-I<herson line 
(PW route 67-68). When the new M:>scowooOOE!ssa line (via Bakhmach and Bobrinskaya) was oan

pleted, the DDSt southerly portion was allocated PW route numbers 309-310 (BakhmachooOOE!ssa). 

Qi.e question that remains is whether there is a datestamp yet to be recorded for the opposite 
direction (Bobrinskaya--Olerkassy) but numbered '2'. 
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Some Ephemera from the Charity Committees 
under Royal Patronage 
J. G. MOYES 

1. Grand Dueness Olga Al.exandrovna - '!he Tsar' s Sister 

I have three postcaros, all fran the same series of rudimentary paintings of :rural scenes, with 
the reverse as shown in fig.1. '!he printing is in greenish-blue. '!he highest number of them is 
No.15. '!he undivided back shows these cards were first produced in 1905 or earlier. '!he top 
left-hand co:mer has an insignia and inscription reading •st. Petersoorg Philanthropic Society 
under the Patrooage of the Grand D.lchess Olga Alexandrovna'. Beneath this is the al::i>reviation 
for the Elnpress Maria Fyodorovna's Clrplans Fund of which, presmably, the above Society was part. 
Printed by the N. Sobko Typograpiy st. Petersoorg. 

2. Grand n.ichess Olga Nikolayevna - Eldest Daughter of the Tsar 

Fig. 2 shows what ai;:pears to be a leaflet or folder priced at lClc. Olga's rocnogram of the letters 
'O' and 'N' entwined has the Imperial crown above it, with the price at top and the printers 
'Kopeck Typograpiy' at the base. '!he colour is very dark blue, alloost black, oo buff pa.per, and 
the size 84 x 135 nm. 

Fig. 3 shows the same design in the same colour oo thick buff card, size 28¼ x 46 nm. 

Fig. 4 shows a different design but in the same colour and oo the same buff card as fig.3, size 
46 x 30¼ nm. Both figs. 3 and 4 have 'Kopeck Typograpiy' at the base. 

'lhese t'NO smaller items must be 'flags' fran street collectiais. Neither Maroovitch1nor 
Trachtenberg 2 mentiais fig.3 but they both list figs. 2 and 4. However they do not agree on size 
or colour. Maroovitch does not illustrate either item but gives a size of 85 x 140 nm fpr the 
leaflet. Trachtenberg illustrates the leaflet ally and says it is 103 x 150 nm. Maroovitch says 
both items are in dark green oo tinted pa.per, while Trachtenberg says they are both in grey-green. 
Ik> we have the same item in three different colours, with three different sizes for fig.2, or do 
we have three cxnflicting descriptiais of the same thing? 

3. Grand Dlchess Tatiana Nikolayevna - Secxlnd Daughter of the Tsar 

'!he full title, 'Her Imperial Highness the Grand Dlchess Tatiana Nikolayevna•s Cmmittee for the 
Rendering of 'l'eflp)rary Aid to the Victims of wartime Distress' can be seen in the top left corner 
of fig.5. '!his series of cards fran Unioo Printers shows the :royal ladies in nurses' uniforms. 
'!he reverse is in green, and was 'Passed by Royal Censor 21.12.1914', printed across the centre 
as a divider. Variatiais can be found in the size of letters and length of the printer's name, 
and, as in fig.6, in the addition of a note acknowledging the copyright of the illustratioo used, 
in this case being 'Copyright of Capital and Hearth Magazine. Photo by Ya. v. Shteinberg.' 

'!he society apparently had a flag day oo 29 May 1915. Two 'flags' are shown1 fig.7 being in dark 
blue oo thick white card die-cut to shape, and fig.a in a lighter blue oo the same thick white 
card cut square. '!he rocnogram design with the crown above is basically the same as seen oo the 
issues fran Olga Nikolayevna's Cmmittee but with the addition of the date below. 

'!he same roonogram oo a shield design is found on a series of five receipts bearing the same date. 
'lhese are perforated oo the left side and ai;:pear to cxme fran booklets. '!he inscriptioo reads 
'Russia - For the Devastated Areas' • '!he values are: 10k blue oo pink pa.per, 20k blue on pa.le 
greenish-blue, 25k blue oo pa.le brown-grey, 50k blue on green, and 1R blue oo white. See fig.9. 

Both Trachtenberg and Maroovitch list these but without any precise agreement on colour of the 
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paper, either with each other or the colours I give. 'lhe paper is of poor quality and obviously 
subject to colour fading. 

Marcovitch mentions the same design size 105 x 150 mn, value Sk dark blue, and a no-value issue 
size 35 x 52 mn, perf.11½, in blue. 'lhese apparently only show the shield but he does not illus
trate them. He does, however, illustrate a large square design in a different style, fig.10. 'Ibis 
is also listed by Trachtenberg, who says the series should be dated 1915 and that the size is 
66 x 71 mn and is perf.11½. Marcovitch repeats the date and colours but says the size is 68 x 65 mn 
and perf.11. 'lhe Marcovitch illustration is used here as I do not have any examples. Values are 
lR black on yellow paper, 3R black on green, SR black on blue, lOR black on rose, 25R black on lilac. 

BEJlvlKO~ HH8}HHbl 

TATIAiinI JIJ:IrflJIABBH1l 
I 

.., .. .. 
[faall(l1/CU .: . . . . .. 

'lhe inscription on this series says 'cashier' at the base and leaves a space for a signature. It 
has the word 'Shor' at the top \fflich can mean 'collection' but usually in financial terms means 
'tax'. 'lhe use of this \\'Ord with 'cashier' suggests that this could well be a series of revenue 
stamps for payment of a duty on sanething as yet tmknown. 'lhe high face values of the series would 
support that view, but this is only ccnjecture. 
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'lhe postcard shown in fig.11 has the blue 'IN m:>negram at top left with the full name of the 
Society at the base. As with Fig.5 this is also fran Unicn Printers. It has been used fran 
Sevastopol, 21 February 1916, by a lady writing to her roother at Petrograd. She says she bought 
it "at our bazaar this afternoon ••• when one thinks of all the poor refugees cne can ooly content 
oneself with helping saneone at least." 

4. 'lhe Tsarina Alexandra Fyodorovna 

Fig.12 shows a multi-coloured postcard with the inscripticn 'Russia - For the Anny - Tsarina 
Alexandra Fyodorovna 's Depot' • 'lhe picture has a horde of men and 'NCllleil of all ranks bringing 

Fig.12 ---a111----a111~--------------... -111111!!111111111!!!1IJ!!lllla 

Fig.13 

Fig.14 
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donatiens to M:>ther Russia who is distributing gifts to the soldiers depicted in the foreground. 
'Ibis has been used fran Petrograd 4 September 1916 to France. '!he artist's name is given at base, 
E. SanDkish-Sudkovskaya, and the printers en reverse, '!he M:>soow Artistic Print. 

Fig.13 shows the reverse of a card with an insignia in top left comer reading 'Tsarina Alexandra 
Fyodorovna's Depot for the Active Army'. All printing is in green but there is no printer's name. 
'!he style is that of the standard st. Engene Society card of c. 1910 with changed comer insignia, 
and as this standard design can be found fran many printers for the Society, then this card could 
equally be fran ene of many. '!he picture side shows Alexandra holding the Tsarevich when a baby, 
attractively hand-tinted. SUrprisingly there is no censorship inscriptien, perhaps because of the 
issuing fund. 

Fig. 14 shows a label fran the 'I<harkov Iadies' o:mnittee', inscribed 'To the Hospital'. Beneath 
the flags it reads 'Under the Patronage of the Tsarina Alexandra Fyodorovna' with the date 1914 
and· 'Help the wounded'. It is multi-coloured and has a value in top comers 5k. Fig.15 shows the 
same label en a postcard with impressed 3k stamp addressed to Fhiladelptla fran Kiev, cancelled 
Kiev machine 13.5.15, then Kiev Town Post 8 'a' 14.5.15 and 15.5.15, no USA arrival. It has been 
censored, and although underfranked at 3k no postage due has been charged, which seems suspicious 
after it has been ~ed by three postal clerks on successive days. It also seems odd that after 
receiving the machine cancel, the card has been handed to the Town Post. Perhaps I am over-cautious 
in suspecting sane cormivance. 

'lhe label is no doubt legitimate but a s.imilar type exists without the inscriptien 'Under the 
Patronage ••• •. 'Ibis has the rays of the sun in black and is s.imilar toast Petersburg label, as 
is a s.imilar type fran Fellin (and elsewhere). 'lhese were discussed in a previous Journal3 and a 
question mark exists against the Fellin type and perhaps others. 
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Octagonal Pochtovii Vagon Marks 

IAN L.G. BAILLIE 

'lhe ooly BJRP article to discuss these marks in detail is ref.4 by the late Kurt Ml.er in BJRP 
29, and it is l!iOrth reviewing progress since then. In doing so, I shall deal with the marks 
inscribed POClfl'OlJII ~ No ••• (with fractiooal/crossed date style, and a serial/oode nuti>er 
at foot), viz. Kethro Type E3 (ref.2), and NC7I' the similar marks including the \«lrd OIDYEL, viz. 
Kethro Type E2 (ref.2). Note that, llti1en dealing with partial strikes, Type E3 has~ but 
Type E2, however inscribed, has ~. 

Ml.er listed 8 examples of the octagonal 'PV marks (fran Prigara, ref.l, plus his own holdings), 
for 3 TPO's in all: 

TPO 136 10.1897 - 5.1905 (5 examples) 
TPO 138: 3.1895 - 2.1901 (2 examples) 
TPO 142 : 6.1895 (1 example). 

Codes 2, 3, 5, 7 
Codes 1, 2 (I can add 1.1904) 

In BJRP 31 Ml.er quotes E.L. Filby as having a Type E2 mark but with a nuti>er in the range of 
the other Type E3 marks, so I will include it here also, as a transitiooal type before the \«lrd 
OIDYEL was droi;pd fran the inscripticn: 

TPO 134 : 7 .1896 (1 example) : Code 3. 

Ml.er had, of course, no access to ref.6, the BJRP 55 Luchnik list, when he sought to interpret 
the routing of the cover with this mark; now that we know that TPO 134 was the route fran 
Byelostok to Siedlets (not Volnovakha to Dolgintsevo) in 1896, analysis of the routing becanes 
straightforwaro - this is an excellent example of how the Luchnik list facilitates correct 
routing analysis of covers with TPO nuti>ers 1'4lose significance altered with time. 

'lhere is a brief note by Dr E. Kossoy in BJRP 60 (ref.9) en octagcnal marks. He illustrates a 
Type E2 mark and lists various low nuti>ers whidl ltllSt all be Type E21 his oc:mnents oo the use 
of octagonal marks relate in rrrr opinioo ooly to the Type E2 marks - and NC7I' to the Type E3 
marks. He also mentioos octagonal marks for TPO's 135 - 142 being recorded by Prof. Luchnik, 

. : ~. ... . ,/ y/. 
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and they will be the Type E3 marks (it is of course interesting to note that all the Jldl.er 
examples are within this range of nunbers given in ref.9). 

Recently, a remarkable postcard came into 
my possessien with no less than 3 octaga,al 
'PV strikes; superficially it seemed that 
they were all the same, but oo closer 
examinatien I found that there were 'll«> 

different TPO's involved, neither being 
recorded previously in this octagcnal 
style! '1he card is illustrated as fig.1. 
It emanated fran a place called Bratcnchany 
(which is not in the 1916 PO List, and is 
said in the message to be 25 versts fran 
"the station"), and is cancelled 31 May 1894 
with Code 2, TPO 146, which ran (according 

Fig.2 ' ' 
To Volochisk 

\ 

' ' Zhrnerinka 
,-~ Ckhnitsa 

' 
To ~~lj__t:a 

Ch~~• ', 

GALICIA 
[Austro
Hungary] 

' \ 
I \ 

' ' ,., DT1U1'-.n-1' \ 
\ nv,..,..~.Ln \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 

To Kazatin 
& Kiev 

To OOessa 

to ref.6, Prof. Luchnik's ~ 55 list) fran Slobodka to Novoselitsa - see fig.2; it was pre
sumably posted into the mail coach sane\rtilere between Slobcbka itself (had it been posted there, 
it would have gene directly en the major rail line) and Ckhnitsa, for it was transit marked 
1 Jooe 1894 with Code 1, TPO 148, which ran (ref.6 again) fran Ckhnitsa to Zhrnerinka which (like 
Slobodka) is en the main line running NW fran OOessa then NE into central Qiropean Russia; t\110 

days after this, it arrived at Kaiserslautern in the Bavarian Palatinate of the Rhine. 

'Ihis led me to erquire fran various friends whether they could add any further items: 

TPO 140: 7.1895 & 8.1900 Code 1 (steyn & Speeckaert respectively - the latter 
with a message including "I am now in Kislovodsk") 

2.1904 Code 2 (Steyn) 
8.1902 Code 3 (Violet) 

Code 4 ( Steyn) 
Code 5 ? 3 (Violet> ] the cnly t111,10 COD nmt>ers to date 

TPO 141 8.1897 
TPO 145 7.1901 
TPO 148 9.1899 Code 1 ( Steyn) 
TPO 150 4.1895 Code 5 (Steyn) - the highest nunt>er to date (fig.3) 

so the pattern of mnbers and periods of usage is IlO't\' becaning clearer. 

If we IlO't\' oanpare the known dates of usage of the octagcnal 'PVmarks with the wchnik list and 
with the BJRP 56 railway opening dates (ref.7), we find, using the E.VEN nunilers: 

le!! Y§.8g LUCHNIK TPO YEAR RAILWAY OPENING TIPETABLE ROUTE NO. 

134 1896 1895 Byelostok/Siedlets Cross-link to Siedlets; not 77 
(re-allocated by 1904) known. 

136 1897-1907 1895 Kazan/Ryazan Opened 1884 16tb+162a(pt)+161 
(re-allocated by 1912) 

138 1895-1904 1895 Petrovsk/Vladikavkaz After 1890 (Ashford, ref.8, 220(pt) 
(fran Baku by 1900) gives 1895 to Petrovsk, 

1900 to Baku) 

140 1895-1904 1895 Kislovodsk/Mineral- Opened by 1890 223 
niya Vodi 

141 1897 (reverse of 142 below) 
142 1895 1895 Piryatin/Chernigov After 1890 114 (pt)+llle 

(fran In.Krasnoe by 1900) 
145 1901 (reverse of 146 below) 
146 1894 1895 Slobodka/Novoselitsa After 1890 121 

(fran Beltsi by 1899) 
148 1894-1899 1895 Ckhnitsa/Zhrnerinka After 1890 120 

(fran Novoselitsa by 1904 
150 1895 1895 Balashov/Tanix>V After 1890 183 

(fran Kamyshin by 1899) 
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Fig.3 
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Fig.3 TPO 150 (Balashov - Tanbov} as octagonal postmark (serial 5, 13.4.1895} 
on a postcard to Razskazovo, Tambov Gub. 

Fran this list it is clear that any theory based on geograprlcal locatioos of the octagooal 
PV marks can be discarded - these have locatioos E/NE and E/SE of K:lscx,w, in the Ukraine, 
Bessarabia and the Caucasus. It seens to me to be much nore likely that these marks arise 
out of sane feature related to date of handstamp issue and date of TP0 opening. If we look 
at the way NF.W TPO's arise in the Luchnik list around this time, fran those PO Lists 
available to him, we find (using EVEN TPO numbers again): 

PO LIST 

NF.W TPO's 

1881 

52/94 

'l'Ol'AL 22 

00. OF YEMS 9 

AVEBAGE/YFAR 2. 4 

1884 1891 1893 1895 1899 1900 

96/108 110/126 128/132 134/152 various various 
154/230 202/244 

7 

3 

2.3 

9 

7 

1.3 

3 

2 

1.5 

10 

2 

5.0 

37 

4 

9.2 

19 

1 

19.0 

All 8 octagooal PV TPO routes we know of (viz. including TPO 134 in this group) start fran 
current evidence in the years 1894 - 1897 and all arise first in the 1895 Luchnik list, 
which is when the rate of allocatioo of new TPO numbers was starting to rise. For TPO 138 
we can see that the octagooal PVmark was introduced in the SAME year as the rail route was 
opened; although this is not true for TPO's 136 or 140 (134 is \.Ulclear fran present data), 
it is likely to be reasooably true for the others, the time lag between rail routes opening 
and the introductioo of the octagooal TPO mark being at nost ooly 4 to 5 years, and probably 
less. 'lbere is no record in~ 26 (ref.3) of any \.Ulnumbered marks having been used on any 
of these routes (although one might waider whether there were any for a while on what became 
TPO's 134, 136 or 140 - can anyone coofirm?). 

If it were the intentioo when octagooal PV marks were introduced (by 1894 at the latest) that 
they would beoane generally used, then surely they would arise on a wider range of TPO's (as 
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a result of natural hand.stamp replaoenent), so I do not feel that the evidence supports such 
a theory. It seems to me more likely that 

a) they were issued to TPO's canpletely new {eg TPO 138), and/or 

b) they 1Nere issued to routes allocated a TPO nl.lllber for the first time {which might apply 
for example to TPO 136 or 140), possibly to indicate that the mmibers were new or that 
the allocatioo of the number was experimental {viz that if the quantity of mail were 
low they might be relegated to the unnlmbered system), or 

c) they IN&e issued because they were experimental allocatioos and were being treated as 
though they IN&e of tmnumbered status {Ashford in ref.8 iooicates the possibility that 
unnlmbered TPO's were administered by the Imperial Post rather than by a department of 
the Railway Post Mninistratioo). 

\tbichever of these {or other) possibilities is true, it seems probable that the octagooal 'PV 
marks IN&e issued during a very brief period and that the ccncept was quickly abandcned, 
although such handstampe as IN&e issued 1Nere allO'W9d to ccntinue in use "Lmtil natural replace
ment. It also seems probable that octagooal 'PV marks should exist for TPO 144, and also for the 
other odd-numbered 'outward' journeys, and also p:,ssibly for TPO's of slightly lower and/or 
higher numbers o.itside the 134/150 range. 

Can any readers fran their holdings or records add to the evidence? J\dler asked the same 
questioo in the 1961 ~ 29 but, although in~ 31 {ref.5) he was able to record another 
Type E2 mark, no more exanples of the octagooal 'PV {Type E3) marks {other than the 134 mark 
which I feel nust be in this group) then arose. Now that more than a quarter of a century has 
elapsed, ooe might hope that other new examples can now surface! 
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The First Finnish Mail Flight 
EINO RITARANTA 

(Reprinted fran Air Pictorial with the kind oooperatien of the B:litor and Author) 

During the si.mner of 1919 British troops, together with rermants of tlrl.te Russians, were fighting 
against Bolsheviks en the northern shores of Lake Q-iega in Eastern Karelia. 'lbeir maintenance 
had to be dcne by sea via Murmansk. 'lhe shortest way had been through Finland, but the lack of 
roads prevented this kind of traffic. Qtly the most important Govemment reports were carried 
by oouriers through endless forests and swamps. 

At the beginning of Septeni)er the Finns were asked by the British cxmnander if an aircraft could 
be flown fran Lake Qlega to a Finnish seaplane base in Sortavala, en the north-western shore of 
Lake I.adozha. Pennissien was granted and sane days later a Fairey 11 IB/C floatplane arrived in 
Sortavala. Serialled N9234, it was ene of the batch of Fairey 11 IBs ccnverted to 11 ICs for the 
North Russian Expedi.tien. '!he plane was filled with mail and its pilot was capt. Park with Lt. 
Lingen as cbserver and Lt. Kilburn as a passenger. 'lhe latter was a priest, having spent sane 
time in Finland before the war, so he spoke a bit of Finnish. Before capt. Park left t'NO days 
later, the Finns were invited to visit their base. Lt. Kilburn stayed in Finland. 

After a couple of weeks capt. v. Mikkola, the cxmnander of the Sortavala AFB, 'Kenttalentoasema 
l', was ordered to fly to the British base carrying mail to the British troops, as well as to 

28 

[Above] Fairey IIICs N9235 (with two bombs 
visible under its belly}, N9237 and N9236 at 
the British base on the shore of Lake Onega. 
The IIICs had been taken to Russia, 
Archangel initially, in Hl'IS 'Pegasus'. 

[Left] RAF Fairey IIIC N9234 at Sortavala. 
Inmediately under the fuselage roundel are 
Lt. Kilburn (left) and Capt. Park. 
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[Above] One of the Georges Levy R 
flying boats purchased from France 
in 1919, adorned with a large 
Finnish flag on its nose and 
Finnish Air Force roundels (pale 
blue swastika on a white disc) 
underwing and on the fin. 

[Top right] Capt.V. Mikkola, 
pilot of the Finnish Air Force. 

[Right] The Georges Levy R had a 
machine-gun in the nose. 

the White Russians. 'lhe aircraft to be used was a Georges levy R flying-boat, a three-seater 
J;X)\','ered by a 300 h.p. Renault engine. 

en 21 September the aircraft, 3B400, was prepared for the lcng trip. Capt. Mikkola was the 
pilot, Ehsign G. Appelgren, (trained in Germany in 1918) was the observer, and Lt. Kilburn 
returned with them to his base. 'lhey had to take lots of cargo: mail, armament and food. A 
forced landing in enemy territory, in this sparsely pop.ilated wilderness, could be fatal. It 
was very well known that the engine of their aircraft was not too reliable. 

At 3 o'clock in the afternoon the flying-boat took off, after a long run. 'lhe pilot set course 
for Kontiovaara, where the British aircraft were based. 'lhe sky was clear, and slowly the 
plane gained altitude, finally levelling off at 6,000 ft. It was quite a safe height, even if 
the engine failed. After about bio hours flying Lake Chega came into view. No front lines were 
visible. 

Before long the Finnish aircraft was above the British air base. 'lhere was a canvas hangar and 
sane Fairey llls en the beach. Capt. Mikkola landed and taxied ashore. 'lhe visitors were wel
c:aned by the British officers, but at first it seemed that the Russian ones were quite suspic
ious. 'lhe Finns were taken to the staff of General Skobelzin. '!here the attitude soon wanned, 
when the General was told that Capt. Mikkola was a former Russian naval officer. 

In the meantime the Georges levy was examined by the Russians, and a German military camera 
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was found. It was seized and emptied, but was returned as SOCll as it was seen that it had not 
been used. 

'1he visitors~ quartered in a sleeping-car. Food was excellent, and plenty of British beer 
was available. Qi 24 October the visit was over, and the flying-boat was loaded with mail again. 
'1he ceiling was low this time, ooly sane 600 ft., Mlen Capt. Mikkola took off SOC11 after nooo. 
He decided to make a detour to avoid a flight over the froot line, which was sane 10 miles south 
of the base. 'lbe plane was heavy as it had a passenger again: a Russian Capt. Markeloff. Full 
throttle was used all the time, but the speed was lowered by a stroog headwind. 

Capt. Mikkola's misgivings became true after sane three hours flying; the revs. slowly dropped, 
and a forced landing was to be made on a lake. But fortunately they were already in Finland, 
in the rem::>te Soojarvi parish. '1he engine was repaired at the site, and the Georges levy was 
flown to Sortavala oo 6 October. 

In spite of this incident, an even looger mail flight was flown by Capt. Mikkola later in the 
autum. Qi 25 October his destination was Muzmansk. Sgt. Major Michelsson was his observer this 
time, and they had Capt. Markeloff as a passenger. '1he return flight was made on 28 October, 
with a Russian Cbl. Archip:>ff as a passenger. 

'l\llelve Georges levy R flying-boats were pirchased by the Ellilryo_Finnish Air Force in 1919. In 

two years nine aircraft were desttoyed. '1he last operatioos were flown in 1922, and the renain
ing planes were cancelled in 1923 as dangerous. 
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An Unusual TPO Marking 
REV. L.L. TANN 

In the smmer of 1987 I had the great pleasure of staying in !bltreal 
with my pen-friend of loog standing, Patrick Campbell and his wife 
Pierrette. Apart fran the fact that i;ililately brings people together 
and enables than to share not ooly their stamps but aspects of their 
lives and create firm friemships - and we thoroughly enjoyed our 
few days stay with them - it enabled me to look through Pat's not 
inoonsiderable collectioo, and share his delightful stamps, covers 
and p:>stmarks. 

Analg them was a lk Rananov stamp, which Pat had tucked into a small 
booklet of 'additional material'. My own fascinatioo with the oval 
railway p:>stmarks is widely known, and I was struck by it inmediately. 
In my opinion, it is the oval p:>stmark of the unn\Dlered route RIG\-
~. the base sectioo reading POYEZD No.17 (Train No.17). 

We would very nuch like to hear fran collectors who have similar strikes, 
either of Train No.17 or - since they nust have existed - of other trains 
on this route. 
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The Harbin Surcharges of 1920 
E.M. OSBORN 

'1here appears to have been very little published oo the study of this interesting group of 
surcharges, a,Ppll'ently being limited to one or two papers and a number of occasional paragrai;:tis 
in the various study group journals aloog with a brief article in Tchilinghirian and stevens 
(T & S) part 5. 

'Ibis present paper is a oollatioo of the data fran the above sources, together with a number 
of observatioos fran the writer's own oollectioo, published in the hope that it will encourage 

members to look into their own oollectiCX1S and to report any findings. 

1. General 

'lbe influx of refugees into Siberia and Manchuria in 1919-1920 led to a great increase in 
postal traffic, and a general shortage of the 1917 'CENTS' overprint was experienced. At this 
time ccmmmicatiCX1S with Metropolitan Russia were chaotic and no further supplies of stamps 
oould be obtained. 

It is believed that Mr Mashkoff, the then Postmaster of Harbin, authorised the local surcharg
ing of a number of low value kopek stamps of the 'Arms' issue. It appears that these overprints 
were not issued oo the authorisatioo of the then~ Govenunent and it has been suggested 
that officials of the Otinese Fastern Railway, which was eccnanically powerful, had exercised 
pressure to bring this printing about. 

'lbe sources differ with regard to distributioo, "being distributed to other P.O.s according to 
need" [1], for "Offices in Manchuria and the Far Fastern Republic" [2], and "limited to Man
churia" [3]. What appears to be camr:in ground is that they were sold for Chinese or Japanese 
currency ooly, the ruble being then very unstable. 

During 1920 the ordinary letter rate appears to have been 5 cents (sen) within the C.E.R. net
work and adjacent Trans-Siberian lines [1] and fran the evidence of the Mizuhara covers [5] 
the foreign registered letter rate was 20 cents. 

'lbe date(s) of closure of the Russian Post Offices in Manchuria is also open to doubt. 'lbe 
Chinese Govenunent ordered that Russian P.O.s in China should close in November 1920 and [1] 
states "although Offices in Manchuria ceased to operate in November, a number continued to 
sell stamps until the end of December". It was also thought that the Head Office in Harbin 
continued to functioo until the early m:nths of 1921, certainly sane mail fran December 1920 
exists with genuine Harbin usage, and cancellatiCXlS fran sane small offices are known in early 
1921 though they may be 'by favour'. All Russian P.O.s in Manchuria were closed by the spring 
of 1921 [l]. 

2. stamps 

'lbe stamps reported to have been surcharged were the six perforated low values 1 to 10 kopek, 
the 1 and 5 kopek imperf. and the 10 oo 7 kopek, of the 'Arms' type. 'lbe writer has not seen 
any copies of the surcharged 10 kopek stamp. Issued originally in 1908-9 they were typograJ;tled 
at the State Printing Works inst Petersburg. 'lbe later printings show plate wear, and over 
their 15 year life span many millions must have been produced. 

'lbe 'Arms' stamps were all originally perforated but following a strike in March 1917 at the 
State Printing Works they were issued imperforate. 'lbe stamps were printed in sheets of 100 
made up of 4 panes of 25 (5 x 5). 

In early 1920 many offices had supply difficulties and the Head Office in Harbin actually ran 
out of stamps during March [l] . 'lbe Harbin Office, which acted as the distribution centre for 
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the region, managed to oollect limited supplies fran Eastern Siberia and reportedly fran Olina. 
'Ibis resulted in a wide range of printings bea::Ining available for surcharging, with many shades 
being represented. Table 1 shows the major groups. 

TABLE 1 - STAMP SHADES USED FOR SURCHARGING 

PERFORATED 

Val~ 

1 cent 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 

10 
10/10 
10/10 

§.ha!:!,!!_ 

YellOIII (early ptg.) 
Yell0111-orange 
Bright-orange 
Yell0111 green 
Bright green 
Dull green 
Green 
Blue green 
Carmine red 
Dull carmine 
Deep rose 
Dull red 
Deep red 
Pale red 
Dull purple 
Blue 
Blue 
Light blue 

IPIPERFORATE 

Valu!!_ 

1 cent 
1 
1 
1 
5 

§.hade 

Yellow orange 
Pale orange 
Deep orange yellow 
Bright orange yell0111 
Dull purple 

The papers vary from white to deep cream. The above listing was taken from 
source [1] with some additions by the author. 

3. Printing 

All sources agree that the overprints were issued in October 1920 though this may be due to the 
repeated quotation of one primary source [4]. 'lbere is, holllever, sane evidence fran usage that 
may suggest an earlier date (see Section 5). 

"'lbe surcharging was done at the Printing Works of the Russian Cathedral of I<harbin, with a 
typograpucal setting of 50 subjects arranged to fit b«> horizontal panes of 25 (5 x 5), so 
that each sheet of 100 stamps had to go twice through the printing press. 'lbe surcharge con
sisted of the figures of value (1 to 10) on a first line, and of the word 'Cent' on a seocnd 
line. A single setting was prePiZ"ed for the word 'Cent', and used for all denaninations, by 

adapting it to canposite printing plates with different figures of value in the first line." [1] 

'lbere is no indication in any of the literature as to the m111ber of surcharges, either of any 
single value, or totally, that were produced. It seems ItDSt i.mlikely at this stage that this 
will ever be~. 

'lbere was insufficient type of the same foi.mt available to make the setting of 50 units ident
ical, and fig.1 fran source [11 shows sane of the differences. 

'lbe fact that the same setting of 'Cent' was used for all values means that all its varieties 
occur on each value and in the same position. Source [1] reported that no sheets or half 
sheets had been seen by them and, as might be expected, there is sane ambiguity in the reports 
of the positions of sane of the varieties. 
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Fig.1 CCC 1 
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3.1 Reported Varieties in 'Cent' 

A - Italic 'C' O.::curs as No.29 in the setting (29 and 79 al the sheet) but [31 
reports that both Yvert and Raneko state that this occurs 4 times 
but without giving positioos or references. 

B - Wide 'C' O.::curs as No.SO in the setting (50 and 100 al the sheet) 

C - Broken 'f' for 't' Occurs as No.27 in the setting (27 and 77 al the sheet). Horney 
[21 says this may occur 4 times al the sheet. 

D - 't' Source [11 calls this an 'antique t' occurring as No.41 (41 and 
91 al the sheet). '!his is not Horney's [21 variety 'E' classed 
as a thick 't'. [21 also states that this latter may occur 4 times 
in that he has copies of the 2/2 and 3/3 were "a llllCh thicker 
't' than is normal appears al 49 and 99". 

'!he writer has blocks of 9 (3 x 3) of the 2/2 and 5/5, both with sheet margin below and to the 
right, presunably fran the bottan right of the setting (stamps 28-30, 38-40, 48-50). Both are 
identical and the settings of the italic 'C', wide 'C' and Horney's 'thick t• al stamp 49 can 
be confirmed. 'Ibis latter is again confirmed al the 2/2 as the centre stamp in a horizootal 
strip of 3 in the writer's oollectial. 'Ibis presunably is not the 'antique t'. 

'!he following varieties are also in the writer's oollectial but al single stamps with no check 
al sheet positial. 

1/1 

2/2 
3/3 

2/2 

4/4 

4/4 

A hooked 't', were the hook of the •t• bends inwards. 'Ibis may 
be later damage and has not been reoorded al other values yet. 

A thick 't' al the same stamp as a large 'C'. 'Ibis is not 
setting 49. Both are al single stamps. 

A 't' made fran an 'f' • As al figure 1, this has a serif at the 
bottan left but also has a slight hook. 'Ibis is in a horizootal 
pair adjacent to a stamp with a different '2' (see later). 

Qle distinct and unreported variety is that the •en• of 'Cents' 
is raised O.!mn above the 'c' and 't'. Measured with magnifying 
glass and graticule but easily visible. Positial unknown. 

Broken •n• of 'Cents' with large •c• (see fig.2). Positial 
unknown. 

Fig.2 n 
1 I 

3.2 Varieties in the N\nerals 

1/1 '!he writer has not seen any oopies of the small 'l', and source [11 
has reservatioos about its existence." A small '1' variety (see 

figure 1) has been seen al a ntmJer of loose copies of the 1 and 
10 Cent values, but its status looks uncertain. If genuine, it may 
have existed al more than ooe subject in the setting of 50 but its 
positioos are not known". 
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2/2 

3/3 

4/4 

5/5 

10/10/7 

Source (2) reports a 'Ranan 1' on the 1/1 and 10/10/7 without 
describing the difference. 

'lhe writer has a single example, positien unknown, of an 
aJ:no:r:mal '1' en the 1/1 i.n1;>erf., the top being a quite distinctive 
shape (fig.3). Whether this is the same as Horney's 'Ranan 1 1 is 
not known. 

Fig.3 1 Normal 1 Abnormal 

Homey (2) reports a 'large 2' en subject 31 but this has not been 
reported elser.mere. 

'lhe writer has one example of an amo:r:mal figure '2' (see fig.4). 

Fig.4 2 Normal 2 Abnormal 

'lhis occurs as the left-hand stamp of a pair with the 't' fran 
an 'f' as the right-hand stamp described earlier. If source [2] 
is correct and the 'f' variety occurs enly on subject 27 then the 
'2' variety occurs on subject 26. 

No varieties have been reported. 

Source [2] reported an 'open 4' variety but this had not been 
seen by him and has not been reported elser.mere, its existence 
must be oonsidered doubtful. 

Source (21 reports a 'different 5' with no descriptien. 

'lhe writer has examined over 20 examples of the 5/5 and in sane 
instances it does appear initially that the top horizcntal stroke 
of the 5 surcharge varies in size. Careful measurements of these 
subjects with magnifying glass and graticule has shown these 
variations in overall length vary fran 1.4 to 1.fmn en examples 
with a sharp impression. 'lhis may well be splitting hairs even 
though there does appear to be sane difference. 

Reports of 'small O' and '01 for 10' are recorded by (21. 

Source (11 reports the above and also 'small 1' and 'Ranan 1' not 
recorded by Homey. 

3.3 Positions of the Ntmieral 

To quote (11: "'lhe arrangement of the ntmierals in relation to 'Cent' was not done very accurate
ly, and the ntmieral may be found over the 'e', the 'n', or even the 'nt' of 'Cent', in addition 
to other intennediate positions". 

'lhis is a resonable assessment, Cil the writer's blocks of 9 all the bottan raw shows a distinct 
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shift of the nuneral positien to the left being over the'en', the rCM above being over the 'n' 
of 'Cent'. other positioos on single stamps have been noted. 

3.4 Displaced SUrcharge 

A mmiber of instances of a displaced surcharge have been reported. 

'lhe writer has an example of the 2/2 where the •c• is en the extreme left of the stamp, of the 
4/4 where the 'C' is partly cut off an the left and part appearing en the right, and a further 
example of the 4/4 where the 'C' is oanpletely missing en the left, this latter is presunably 
fran the right of the setting as the 'C' does not appear en the right-hand side of the stamp. 

3.5 Other Varieties 

Horney [2] reports inverted surcharges an the 1/1 perf. and imperf., the 4/4 and the 5/5 
imperf. cnly, the latter being in his collectien. No other reports are known. '1he writer has 
a 4/4 inverted surcharge which was shown to the B.S.R.P. expertising oc:mn:ittee who reported 
it to be a forgery ( see later). 

Source [2] has also reported a double surcharge .an the 5/5 imperf. and 'numeral anitted' also 
en this stamp. 

3.6 Colour of Surcharge 

'lhe 1, 3, 4 and 5 kopek were surcharged in black. '1he 2 and 10/7 kopek were surcharged in red. 

'lhe 2 kopek green is also reported surcharged in blue, sources [1] and [2]. 

In sane instances the red surcharges appear to be in different shades though in the writer's 
experience this shows under magnificatien to be the degree of inking which differs. 

Offsets of the 2/2 have been reported. 

4. Forgeries 

M:>st sources state that forgeries exist. '!his is certainly true, the problem being that the 
quality and variety of the genuine surcharge varies considerably. 

Source [11 states ''Many forgeries of all values of this issue exist, particularly of the rarer 
varieties such as the inverted and double surcharges. Many of these 00\mterfeits are known to 
have had their origin in Paris". 

'1he writer sul::mitted a 4/4 inverted surcharge for exarninatien and it was returned suggesting 
that "it appears to be lithograliled". careful exarninatien shows that it does differ fran the 
nonn. Interestingly it has a back stamp of sane 'authority' suggesting it is genuine! 

5. Usage 

'lhe overprinted st:anp; were en sale at the Harbin Post Office and possibly at other offices in 
Manchuria and the Far Eastern Repiblic. '!hey were in use for 7-8 IID'lths at most and perhaps 
for a considerably shorter time. '1he used stamps are considerably scarcer than mint, and used 
en cover appear to be distinct rarities. '!his is underlined by the cover in the W:lrtman sale, 
l.Ulfortunately not illustrated, and cne of the very few to surface in recent years, which 
obtained five times its estimate of 200 SF. in 1984. 

'lhe majority of used st:anp;, pieces and covers reported, and all legible cnes in the author's 
collectien bear Harbin cancellatioos of Decarber 1920, JOOStly of T and S, fig 603 (fig.5) with 
various check letters. If the October 1920 release date is accurate it is perhaps surprising 
that there seem to have been few November dates recorded. 
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'!be Mizuhara collectioo CS] has i;notograi;ns of 2 registered covers, each with a strip of 4 of 
the 5/5 imperf., to the USA. Cne is cancelled in Harbin oo 22 December 1920 and has transit and 
arrival marks. '!be other, fran Manchouli dated 25 December 1920, is also apparently authenti
cated by arrival marks (cancels T and s, figs. 592 and 561, figs. 6 and 7). 

With regard to early dates Mizuhara [5Jshows a 10/10/7 blue on piece with ST. BUI<HEIXJ cancel 
dated 30.5.20 (T and s, fig.576) though with sane of the letter spacing slightly different. 
'Ibis would be a great rarity oo all three collllts of date, place and stamp, this latter being 
the scarcest of the surcharges, assmrl.ng it is genuine. 

'lhe author also has a i;notograpi, llllfortllllately reduced in size, fran a 1975 Robsoo Lowe 

auctioo catalogue of a cover with the 2/2 and 3/3 cancelled by the Harbin Pristan c.d.s. 
(T and S, fig.606) (fig.6), dated 13 or 18.8.20. 

A note in the~ [61 also describes a 2/4 stamp (sectioo 6) with a previously unknown Harbin 
cancel dated 26.1.21. 'Ibis was sul:mitted to Dr Wortman who thought the cancel suspect, partly 
in view of the late date, though again there is considerable llllcertainty with regard to closing 
dates of these post offices. 

With regard to place of usage rrost, as expected, seem to have been cancelled in Harbin. It also 
seems reasonable to assume that travellers on the C.E.R. may have taken stamps with then and 
used then fran the larger stations, eg the Mizuhara cover fran Manchouli. Horney [2} also 
reported "at least ooe oopy of the 5/5 imperf. is known with a Vladivostok cancellation", 
though itis not stated that he had seen it/then. 

Fig.5 Fig.6 

~~ y'° 
~ /' 

J:" 29 4 21 :n 
• • 

♦ 

Fig.7 Fig.B Fig.9 

Horney [ 4 J reported obtaining a 7k. printed envelope with a 5/5 imperf. inverted o/p. and a 2/2 
normal stamp with the ST. BUI<HEIXJ cancel of 14.11.20 and a Harbin Pristan receiving mark of 
16.11.20. '!be cover was reportedly sent by the Staticn Master at Bukhedu. His paper [41 shows 
a piotograpi of this but lUlfortlUlately my piotooopy was not clear. 

Horney [2} reports that a nmnber of stamps in his collection have postmarks (fig.9) similar 
to T and S, fig.587. When [4} was written he had decided that the stamps were genuine but that 
the postmark was forged. He further stated [21 that cne of the stamps was signed 'Yarosh' on 
the back by the then ''well known Harbin dealer Yaroshevitch indicating a guarantee of its 
genuineness". 

A further note [4} fran the 1928 Russian Catalogue stated that "used stamps are found rrostly 
on fourth class mail (newspapers and periodical wrappers)". 
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Source [l] also reports a IIDley order dated 30 December 1920 with a mixed franking that in
cludes a 5/5, cancelled at Hailar. 

6. Atnonnal Surcharges 

All the catalogue-listed overprints occur as 1 cent on 1 kopek, 2 cents on 2 kopeks etc., with 
the exception of the scarce 10 on 10 on 7 kopeks. 

'lbe first mention the writer has seen of an al:nonnal overprint was in Homey [2] who reported 
that the H.R. Hanner sale of 11-13 July 1938 oontained the following lot "error, 2c on 4k red, 
mint horizontal pair with double inverted surcharge in blue; right-hand stamp with additional 
varieties; Che surcharge in black and both with italic 'C'". 'Ibis could perhaps have been 

described more clearly. 

'Ihe seaond reference [6] was fran Mr K. Freyman, a Cape Tolwn member. 'Ibis was the iten exam
ined by Dr Wortman \ffio believed the stamp to be genuine and the postmark suspect • .Again this 
was a single CO'fJY of the "2 cent surcharge in blue on 4 kopek, double and inverted". 'Ibis 
stamp~ the 'thick T' variety present in stamps 41 and 91 on the sheet. (Note: the 
'thick t' variety occurs as subject 49 on the setting). 

A third ahlonnal, in the author's collection, a single stamp, was sul:mitted to the B.S.R.P. 
expertising camrl.ttee recently: 

"2 cent on 4 kopek red, surcharge inverted and double, one blue and one black. Surcharges 
aR)ear to be genuine in all respects. 'Ihere was no 2 cent/4 kopek stamp issued. Pres\.Ullably 
this may be classified as a trial". 

Altogether an interesting stamp with surcharges that look like the nonnals, but at this reroove 
we are unlikely to find out the \ffiys and \ffierefores. 

7. Carment 

Of the source material [1] and [21 are the most detailed, much of the later plblished matter 
being shortened versions of [21. I have tried to be careful in my descriptions \mere sane 
sources are rather vague or not well researdled and to be critical in a oonstructive way 
\mere there are ambiguities. I hope that members will consult their own collections because if 
one thing is absolutely clear it is that much more 'NOrk is required before we have a reasonable 
understanding of this group of stamps. Also I would be very happy to hear fran any member with 
a contribution to make. It could also be of value if any member with experience of marginal 
spacings in the 'Atms' series, both around and between the panes, could contribute as it may 
help in clarifying surcharge positions. 

I would like to thank Mr R.L. Josei;:n, the Society Librarian, for searching out the sources 
fran am::mgst the Society's archives. 

Sources 

[1] S.D. Tchilinghirian and W.S.E. Stephen, Stamps of the Russian Empire used Abroad: Part 5. 
W.R. Horney is the only quoted published source but presumably members 
contributed at the time of writing. 

[2] W.R. Horney, Russian American Philatelist, Vol.3 No.1, Oct-Dec 1944, 
Reprinted from the original article in Stamps. 

[3] Anon, Russian Philatelist, No.3 Feb-Mar 1963. 
[4] W.R. Horney. A 1945 addendum to his earlier article [2]. Also quotesairanslation from a 

1928 Russian catalogue. 
[5] M. Mizuhara, Part 5 - A Century of Manchurian Postal History. 
[6] BJRP 35, p.1O. 
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Marie's reply: 

My dear friends, thank you for your good news. It's 
amazing, dear Beatriz, how good your Russian still is. 
We have received your letter during the winter with the 
photo and I've written to you through my brother. We 
have had, thank heaven, a comfortable winter, kept warm 
by the clerks and fed by the A.R.A., which unfortunately 
has shut down. I don't know how we survive, because 
after 5 years I've lost my job, the institute has been 
shut down and it's impossible to find another job. 
Vera proposes to go to the countryside in the summer 
as tutor for an Estonian family. Auntie is well, we're 
staying in town. Aunt Olga has written she hopes to 
take us to see B {?] C [?] soon. I'm wild with joy, 
but I can't see how it could be done. Do write more 
to us. 

Kisses, 
Marie. 
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An unusual reply card from Petrograd to Portugal 
GEORGE HENDERSON 

Browsing recently through~ 52 to 56, I noticed several items relating to reply cards used in 
Russia. Members may be interested in one in my possession. 

It is in fact a 'do-it-yourself' reply card; its originator, a Portuguese lady, was obviously 
anxious for news of a friend in Petrograd. She took a 6 centavos postal statiooery card, added 
stamps to make the franking 50 centavos [the oorrect rate should have been 60 centavos), added 
the 1'10rds 'Union Postale Universelle', 'carte postale pour resp:,nse', 0TeeTHY IlHCMO, 

addressed it to herself and presmiably sent it to Petrograd enclosed in a letter. 

Marie in Petrograd duly wrote her latest news and posted it. In the post office it received the 
following marks: 

Cll c.d.s., 2&m IlETPOrPAll 5 3KCilEJU1UH51 13.4.23 

[21 c.d.s., 2!mn IlETPOrPAll 28 r 16.4.23 
(four strikes cancelling the stamps) 

[31 c.d.s., 21 nm IlETPOrPAll I 3KCn 17 .4. 23 

C4J c.d.s., 31 nm nETPOrPAll 29 I 3KCn 18.4.23 

After five days p.izzlement and punishnelt it was aR)arently OCX1sidered a valid postal item and 

was sent on its way, arriving at Torres Vedras on 29 April. 

Can anyone please explain the significance of the sequence of postmarks awlied in Petrograd? 

I ai;:pmd Marie's news, itself a reflection of life at the time. 

Field Post Offices in Transcaucasia and Transcaspia: Correction 

Mr. Ashford's article in the last issue managed to 
slip by the Etlitor canplete with a glaring error Fig.5 
in one of the illustrations. Figure 5, as shown in 
the article [p. 38], was meant to be an illustration 
of IFPO 409; instead, IFPO 408 was shown. 

'Ihe oorrect fig.5 is shown here. 

QJr thanks to the many readers "1ho spotted this 
mi.stake but decided to spare us the humiliation 
of a letter to that effect! 
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Postal History is not a collecting interest that is necessarily confined to the previous century 
or even to the pre-WW2 period. In this, the first instalment in what is intended as a series, an 
example is given of how the post-WW2 period can also stir up the interest of a postal historian. 
In this particular case, the cover will also appeal to the thematic collector, with its strong 
polar interest. It is hoped that i'.2!:!,, the readers, will supply future instalments of this series! 

The Editor. 

MODERN POSTAL HISTORY 
1: An Icebreaker Cover from the USSR 
JOHN B. HOLLAND 

Below, an example is shown of mail fran the Murmansk Shipping Canpany, in this case fran the 
nuclear-powered icebreaker 'Arktika' • 'lhe cover travelled fran Murmansk to Leningrad, which 

journey took four days, and bears the cachets of the vessel and of the shipping line, 

'lhe adhesive is the 20 kopek value fran the 1978 recess printed series, ocmnemorating Soviet 
icebreakers, and depicts the vessel in question in fine detail. 
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FINLANDIA 88: BSRP Successes 

DR. RAYMOND CASEY 

'lbe biggest i;trllatelic event in Finland's history, Finlandia 88, opened in Helsinki on 2 JUne 
1988. 'Ibis World Philatelic Exhibition was held under F.I.P. Rules and coincided with the 350th 
anniversary of the Firmish Posts. During the 11 days of the Exhibition sane 60,000 visitors 
were able to view nearly 1000 collections fran about 60 countries. Collectors of Russia and 
associated territories were favoured with an extraordinary range of exhibits to captivate their 
senses. No less than 13 of the ingredients in this spellbinding mixture were provided by MRP 
members, b«:> in the na1-oanpetitive and 11 in the oanpetitive classes. 

Pride of place must go to Oleg ~. whose breathtaking display of zemstvo stamps and covers 
filled 22 frames in the Court of Honour. Exhibiting as a jury-member, Michel Lip-1Schutz showed 
a dazzling array of charity envelopes with advertisements. 

''lbe Russian Post in the Far East' earned for your President a Special Prize (crystal bowl) to 
go with the Large Gold Medal awarded to all participants in the F.I.P. Olampionship Class. 

A well-deserved Gold Medal went to P-A. Erixa1 for 'Russia 1812-75'. 

Stig Andersen's 'Imperial Russia to 1909' and M:>she Shmuely's 'RSFSR 1917-23' both \\'OD Venneil 
Medals, as did K.O. Hell.man's •st. Petersburg Postmarks 1776-1914' and Martin Holmsten's 
'Russian Maritime Mail 1714-1927'. 

Andy Cronin collected a Large Silver for his 'Postal History of the Ukraine'. Another Large 
Silver went to Josefh Taylor, exhibiting internationally for the first time, with his 'Allied 
Intervention in Russia 1918-20'. 

In the Literature Class Society members scored three Silver Medals: Tony Speeckaert for 'Rus
sische Postcensuur 1914-18' and Philip Robinson for 'Siberia: Postmarks and Postal History'. 
'lbe third was awarded to the Society's Journal, sul:mitted by its fonner editor, Robin Josefh. 

11 

I 

Oleg Faberg~ explains a point in his zemstvo display. 
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BSRP North-West & Midlands Area Meeting 
Manchester 30 October 1988 

REV. L.L. TANN 

'lhis meeting - the fourth, so far - was a little m::>re ambitious than previous ooes being 

scheduled as a 'full day' i;nilatelic conference. 

'lhe meeting opened at 11.30am when Rev.L.L.Tann, as the convenor, welcaned the ten other 

B.5RP members present, including our President, Dr Rayioond Casey, who had been invited to 

display sane of his multi-gold medal collection. 'l'i«> members arrived later. 

Mr I.L.G. Baillie displayed a wide range of TPO markings: various circular and oval postmarks, 

and octag011al types. He also showed a Soviet type of oval TPO in Cyrillic and Georgian, arrl 

the late 1916 type - route 115/116 - missing fran the Prgara list. 

He then turned to the very early 'Poyezd' markings, presenting items fran four collectors. 

'lhe nunber on the Poyez.d postmark was probably not the route m.unber, b.lt the m.m:ier of the 

railway post train for that particular day. ~re of these items are now caning to light. 

Ole cover fran John Tovey, also present, had two Poyez.d markings, aie in black arrl cne in 

red. Discussion revealed that there were three such items known. 

Of the later oval types, Mr Baillie presented: KREMENEI'Z-1-00BNO local line, ~I-

148-ZHMERINKA dated 4.2.23 on a block of lk imperf. Amis, a 3k war Cllarity of 1914 with oval 

ANDIZHAN-208-TASHKENI', and fine examples of route 35/36, PlfiROORAD-KEM, the line to Mlmnansk, 
built during Mn. 

Following this display, the group enjoyed a fine lunch arranged for the occasien, acoanpanied 

by white wine (Chateau St Petersburg) and red (~scow '17)! After the lunch, Rev. Tann asked 

the President to express our thanks to the B.5RP Carmittee for encouraging us to oontinue with 

our northern region meetings, and expressed congratulations to Mr Knighton en his election as 

an Honorary Life Member of the B.5RP. He then invited Dr Casey to present his diaplay. 

Dr Raynond Casey presented a wonderful array of Imperial Russian Slip Mail. '1hese notes at 

best can do only poor justice to the presentation, and can only mentien a few of the fine 

gems on show. 

'!here was a 4k card of 1889 to Paris, redirected to rakar, put in a letter-box of an Ehglish 

ship, that had an oval ship marking, ROYAL MAIL STF.AM PACKEI' CDIPANY saJ'DWIPl'C6/lqsted on 

the High Seas, in violet. '!here were covers and pieces with the circular BY STEIIMSHIP/ 

SHLISSELBURG; examples of Arctic Sea Mail; Baltic Sea Mail - ene of the itans was a 4k post

card to Gennany, with oblong AUS 01\MPFSOUFF (Fran steamship) and Stettin poatmarks1 there was 

mail fran the Gulf of Finland, and White Sea oval postmarks en oovers and pieces, arrl anaig 

Finnish items were the 'picture-ship' postmarks on Arms stamps en oover. 

Qle five-star item, one of only two such known, was a superb oover, a 7k statialery envelope, 

with two fine cancellatioos of REID SHTANDART 23.VI.13, the postmark of the Czar's persooal 

yacht. Alongside was a picture-postcard showing the yacht. 

'!here were covers and cards fran Finland showing foreign port canc:ellatioos - stockholm arrl 

Hull. '!here were oval postmarks of steamships plying the Pechora, Dvina and tnyepr Rivers 

and the Black Sea steamships on the OOESSA-BA'lffl route, ene with a superb DCeIATIT (Postage 

due) of the steamer. '!here were circular postmarks of the TAGANROG/PARCIQI en the Sea of Az.ov, 

and the large oval of ~YUK-YEXA~PARCJ<H on the Kuban River. Of Volga River mail, 

Dr Casey reckoned there were perhaps 150 possible types - and ~ to show a wide 

selection! Ship mail in the Levant was represented by a 10k Rananov with straight line cancel, 
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IMP. YEKATElUNA II, and a CX>Ver with four 35k Denekin stamps all postmarked 'Valleta' (Malta) 
with a Maltese Cross. 'lbe Volga and Kanna river mail was represented, as was the Caspian Sea 
mail. Covers were shown with the stamps cancelled on arrival at a foreign port - exarrples of 
Tsuruga and Nagasaki (Japan) and Gensan (Korea). Mail travelling fran Vladivostok was amply 
represented by excellent covers with oval postmarks of VLAD:rva:m:I<-SHANGHAI/PARCI<H, VLAD:rva:m:I< 
--TSURUGA/PARCICH, and VLAD:rva:m:I<-KAMCHA'IKA/PARCI<H in the Sea of Ckhotsk. 

'lbe display concluded with items fran the Imperial Russian Navy: a postcard with free-frank 
handstamp of the battleship 'Avrora' to Helsingfors; picture postcard of the sul:marine 'Makrel' 
with mauve free-frank reading ~INE MAKREL, posted fran Hango to st. Rappel near Revel; and 
a postcard with a very large circular handstamp in pink of a floating sani torium, sent fran 
Tsaritsyn to Finland. 

Rev. Tann expressed thanks to Dr Casey for a display that had everyone enthralled fran begin
ning to end. 

Mr Ron Knightrn followed with a display - non-ptllatelic - of superb old maps covering the 
si;neres of our ptllatelic interests. 'lbe Russian Empire, printed in London around 1717; ''lbe 
Northern Crowns' showing Demnark, Norway and Sweden1 Muscovy, with adjoining parts of Sweden; 
Poland, Lithuania and Livonia; Poland, Hlmgary, M:>ldavia and parts of Turkey; Poland and the 
Baltic with Podolia; Tartary, sholrlng the track of ambassadors fran M:>scx,w to Peking;a map of 
the Caspian Sea, 1719-21,'drawn by the CZar's special ccmnarrl'; and a French map, circa 1613 
(year of the Rananov Accessicn) showing Russia, with place-names in French. 

Mr John Holland gave a display of new material - church letters with postmarks of VENDEN and 
VCJUo!AR; a registered CX>Ver fran Yerivan to Baku, and one fran the M:>scx,w International Credit 
Bank in Teheran to Switzerland,which was registered and postmarked at Baku. And - in the spirit 
of a meeting held in Manchester! - a 1915 cover fran Shlisselburg to Whaley Bridge, Oleshire, 
censored at M:>scx,w. 

Mr Peter Ashford gave a short display of British Forces in Georgia, starting with i;notos, and 
then showing British Army and Field Post cancellations on cover, including British Field Censor 
on a 10k staticnery envelope. 

Mr Reg Hindley as a change fran Postal history showed a range of bogus Levant issues of the 
Civil war period. 'lbere were sheets, blocks and strips of these garish stamps, minor plate 
varieties and blocks with one stamp inverted. Mr Hindley posed the question: why ~d saneone 
want to print this sort of material? He asked too: why has no one yet written up the entire 
flood of bogus material that occurred in the 1918-21 period, who printed it, and why sane of it 
was taken seriously? He made no apology for showing this - though it contrasted sharply with 
all the material seen - but as a geograi;ner and a stamp collector he felt the question should 
be taken seriously. Why, when the world is falling around their ears, do people feel impelled 
to produce such bogus issues? 'lbese particular Levant 'stamps' were produced for a shipping 
line that didn't exist - though sane people would have liked it to! - for collectors who didn't 
know if it did or not. 'lbere was an interesting discussicn on bogus issues, touching en the 
Pribaikal issue, the Wrangel Camp Mail, and other oddities in the field. 

Rev. Leonard Tann also showed pages of recent acquisitions, all (save cne item) fran pen-friends 
in the Soviet Union (in exchange for Camr:nwealth fish, shells and birds!). 'lbere were postcards 
with ovals of the BA'IUHWCU route, 95-96, three cards with TIFLIS/va<ZAL, one being the scarce 
'be' cancel, sane Parokhod postmarks, and a wide selection of TPO and staticn postmarks, includ
ing NIZHNI NCMDU>-247-PENZA, VLADIKAVKAZ-66-ROO'roll, and st Petersburg local railway lines to 
Oranienbaum and Sestroryetsk. Rev. Tann mentioned that at the urging of friends, he wanted, 
with as much help and oooperaticn as possible, to begin pitting together material for a hand
book on oval TPO postmarks, the varieties, types, routes, etc. It was a field waiting to be 
tackled, though sane areas had been touched upcn, such as Philip Robinscn's superb work on 
Siberia, Dr Casey's investigations into the Olinese Fastern Railway, Peter Ashford's Trans
caucasia, and sane work oo the Baltic Provinces - but this left the whole body of Imperial 
Russia virtually lmtouched. 
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Dr casey said that it was aie of the JOOSt interesting meetings he had ever been to, and asked 
if anyaie had any observatioos to make about the meeting or the Society. Mr Hindley asked for 
sane clarificatioos of recent changes, to ..tu.eh the President gave a brief reply, outlining the 
'streamlining' that was in progress. Rev. Tann gave a sincere vote of thanks to Ivo Steyn, the 
new editor of our Journal, and ocngratulated him oo the bright new Journal - with new cover -
l10ii just out. He coupled these ocngratulatioos and thanks with the name of Harry 'rumer - also 
present - for the inmense work that he did for the Journal too. '1hese ocmnents sparked sane 
further discussioo. Qi the pranise of b«> Journals a year, Ivo was asked if he had enough mat
erial to publish. It is essential for lllE!lli>ers to write! Ivo replied that till llOii, al.mst all 
articles were oo postal historY and Russian Empire. art: he wanted articles oo stamps and oo the 
Soviet period. Ivo outlined areas still needing research - the 1918 9«>rd and Olai.n issue or the 
Soviet Hanmer and Anvil types. '1he discussioo then took up the points of other areas - Civil War, 
Gennan occupatioo of Russia in WWl and WW2. 'Ibis led to the problE111S of translating articles and 
books in Gennan and Russian. Very few people were equigled to deal with Russian and Gennan texts. 
Dr casey said the Ccmnittee was well aware of this deficiency. Rossica had members who could 
help them1 we virtually did not. 

In discussing our next North-West & Midlands Area meeting, it was suggested that there could be 
a single 'theme', perhaps TPOs, but it was decided to leave it as it is - lllE!lli>ers bringing 
material of their own choice. 'Ibis presented a good blem, and if b«> or three lllE!l1i>ers wanted 
to unite to present a single theme, as with the Poyezd markings earlier, that 'WOUld be quite 
acceptable. 

Ivo Steyn then moved a vote of thanks to Leonard Tann for arranging the meeting which was "a 
brilliant success". '1he ocncept of the meeting woven arourxi ooe major display, with ltmch and 
tea, had made the day a major event. 

With the pranise of a similar event next year, Rev. Tann closed the meeting at 6pn. 

BSRP South West Area Meeting 
Bristol 30 August 1988 

Present G. Miskin ( Olainnan) 
Messrs. Baillie, Crabtree, Tovey, Goatcher and Griffiths 

'lhe meeting was SCllle\fflat poorly attended, but the spirit was cheerful and displays of a very 
high standard. 'Ibis was nore than could be said for the heckling and good hl.lOOUred banter that 
acoanpanied each display! 

Despite nmours to the ocntrary, the batting order was determined alpiabetically and not in 
desceming order of age. Ian Baillie, therefore, ccmnenced. 

Ian showed railway TPQs al a geograpti.cal basis of display, as follows: 
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a. st Petersburg - including 'Warsaw 2' (Imhof records ally No 1). 
b. Baltic area. 
c. Poland. 
d. M:>saow - including an un-nunt>ered TPO and a cover carried al its final leg by 

river boat. 
e. Ukraine - including octagonal cancellatioos and Nos 146 and 148 not recoroed by 

Luchnik. 
f. Caucasus. 
g. Asiatic. 
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'1he display considerably exceeded the time allocated, but Ian did not repent - remarking that 
"it will probably pit the rest to shame"! 

Keith Crabtree displayed a 110st remarkable selectioo of censored mail, each item being a gem 
in itself. Included were: 

a. Petrograd/st Petersburg wax seals and oval cachets, with a 1916 example signed by 

hand and several unrecorded ntnbers. 
b. ~oow - ooe with a wax seal. 
c. Scarce marks of various towns. 
d. A 'received fran HM ships' 1920 (evacuatioo, not censored). 

Keith thus pit the lie to Ian's previous cxmnent! 

George Miskin, trying, as usual, to be different, showed stamps. 'Ihese oanprised a selectioo 
of Podolia tridents incorporating examples of IOOSt of the genuine types and m.vnerous forgeries. 
He apologised to the meeting for not showing them all oo covers, his excuse being that he did 
not wish to steal the limelight. 

As it was then deemed necessary to return to material of sane quality, John Tovey was asked to 
bring the show to a oonclusioo. His display of soldiers mail - censored, and regimental hand
stamps - 110re than retrieved the situatioo. Unique items noted were: 

a. Covers hand.stamped with the colooel's name. 
b. F.stooian covers, stained with special ink. 
c. Petrograd censor used in F.stooia. 
d. Civilian censors. 

Trying desperately to recover his positioo, Ian asked for "another go". By majority decision he 
was permitted to show: 

1. Poyezd Marks 1, 2, 4 and 5 including the earliest known example - 1878. 
SUrely in itself a unique display. 

2. Examples of Russian covers to interesting places abroad - thus carrying on WOOllam's 
original theme for the South West Regioo. 

George concluded the meeting by wannl.y thanking each member for attending and displayi'ng such 
interesting material. 
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REVIEWS 

□SCANDINAVIAN CONTACT - Quarterly Journal of the Scandinavia Philatelic 
Society. Vol.12 No.6 to Vol.13 No.I (whole Nos. 132-137) 
March 1986 to June 1987. 
Editors: PSSF Marsden (132) and G.E. Wewiora (132-137) 
Hon. Secretary: Miss SUsan Worsley, 71 castelnau Ba.mes, u:ndon 5Wl.3 9RT. 

Sane very interesting articles on Finland in this run of issues, no. 133 has a detailed note 
by our member the Rev. Tann on possible forged cancels of Ruskeala - dated 1916, but on imperf 
Russian Amis issues of 1917. (If any member has exanples of the Ruskeala bi-lingual cancels 
fran 1910 to 1917, please send details to the Rev. Tann). 

Nos. 135 and 136 have a specialised article on the 1963 Lion definitives of Finland, by N.C. 
Franklin - an issue using t'NO different dies, five different papers, o,,,o chemically-different 
gums, and printed on t'NO different presses (to quote fran the article!) No.137 has an in
formative article on the Railway Post Offices in Finnish Karelia, by R. Hillesum. 

- R.L.J. 

□JOURNAL OF CHINESE PHILATELY - Journal of the China Philately Society of 
London. Nos. 250 (Vol.34 No.4) June 1987, and 251 (Vol.34 
No.5) August 1987. 
Editor: Roy W. Wright 
Membership Secretary: N.L. Silburn, 54 Glenwcx::ids, Newport Pagnell, Bucks, 

MK16 OOE. Annual subscription £5. 

'lhe Olina Philatelic Society has ocmnerrorated the 250th edition of the Journal in t1rlo ways -
firstly by ocmnissioning a special cover design, in Olinese naturally, and seocndly, by 
including a 95-page book on the Waterlow issues of 1898, by K.H. Beales and E.F. l!glen. 
Calgratulations are due not only for achieving 250 issues but also for the standard of the 
Journal itself, and for the method of ocmnerroration! 

'!here are only t1rlo items of specific Russian interest in these Journals - a short note in 
No.250 on a Sinkiang cover of 1949-50, and a note on a further five oovers of 1950 fran the 
I-Ning, Ta Oleng and Altai area. 

- R.L.J. 

OR0SSICA - The Journal cf the Rossica Society of Russian Philately, 
No. ll 1 , 1988. 
Subscription $20 fran 
Kennedy Wilson, 7415 Venice Street, Falls Olurch, VA 22043, USA. 

'Ibis issue of Rossica is IOOStlY devoted to Siberia, with six articles devoted to various facets 
of Siberian pti.lately. Fine articles on a Russian seaplane featured on various Soviet stamps 
(by the master of aviator i;nilately, Pat Cam};i:lell), the Russian Scout Post stamps (an unusual 
subject, by R. FOlchaninoff), and Borovichi Zemstvo no.4 (reprinted fran Filatelia SSSR) round 

off the issue. 

'lhe articles on Siberia are: 
- an overview of the postage stamps issued during the Civil War period. A curious oanpranise 

between an article and a catalogue, this article caitains much new infonnation. 'lhe reproduct
ion of the i;notograi;ns is occasionally poor, \othich invites unfavourable canparisons with the 
superb I.obachevskii catalogue, serialised in Rossica a few years ago. Nevertheless, an import-
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ant contribution to a oanplex subject. 

- an article that is very critical of the stamps of Nikolaevsk-na-.Amur. 'lhe writer is of the 
opinion that the stamps are an entirely bogus issue, and presents stralg argunents to suRJC)rt 
his case. While every ex>llector has the right to decide for himself what he does or does not 
ex>llect, the information in this article is very useful while making up one's mind! 

- a short spotlight article featuring sane unusual items fran Siberia. 
- a highly interesting smmary of the 'interim' period in Siberian prllately: between the 

October Revolution and the outbreak of Civil War. 
All four of the above articles were written by Ivo Steyn. 

'lhe other b«:> articles are reprinted fran other journals: 
- Biward Rasmussen's superb study of the Japanese field post in Siberia (fran the Postal History 

Journal). 
- Shrruel Blekhman's posthUIIDlS review of the Nikolaevsk issue, originally p.iblished in Filatelia 

SSSR, another highly critical look at these shady stamps. 

In all, this issue of Rossica will be irrmensely useful for ex>llectors of stamps and postal 
history of the Civil War period, and the other articles are for those of us with other interests. 
'lhis reviewer can't help but 1«lOder what will happen to the market value of the Nikolaevsk 
issue now that these articles have been p.iblished. 

- N.N. 

□DEUTSCHE EINHEITEN IM RAUM OSTLAND 1941-1945 [German Units on the Fastern Front] 
by AOOJST LEPPA 

Published by Paul vat Sengbusch Verlag, Heide. Price™ 10 + postage. 

'lhe five-digit German field post office minbers aren't very infonnative about the location of 
the FPO in question. With this fine book to hand, checking whether a German field post item 
came fran the Fastern front and, if so, fran which unit in which location, beccmes very easy 
indeed. 'lhe author is to be congratulated on amassing such a huge hoard of useful infonnation. 

- N.N. 

QYAMSHCHIK/THE POST-RIDER - The Canadian Society of Russian Philately. 
No. 22, June 1988. 
Subscription US$12 fran CSRP 
PO Box 5722, Station 'A', Toronto, Cbtario, Canada M5W 1P2 

In this issue, the two major articles are by Werner Elias ( 119th century mail fran Russia to the 
West via Prussia', reprinted fran the Postal History Journal) and Dr Walter Rauch ('Field post 
of Czechoslovak units fighting with the Red Anny during WW2'). 

Both articles are excellent, and throroughly engrossing introductions to oanplex subjects. 
Shorter articles on reply-paid letter-cards (with an unbelievable example fran Tientsin, by 
Rayroond casey), the Lipetsk air base (where Germans trained the fledgling Red air force between 
the world Wars. An unusual subject, and it poses an intriguing challenge to postal historians 
to find mail fran this base. 'lhe article is by Pat campbell), and Ukrainian wooden churches(!) 
fill roost of the rest of this issue, with the usual zemstvo instalment (Chistopol and Dankov), 
and short bits and pieces to round off another fine issue of Yamshchik. 

Yamshchik 22 arrived together with a letter apologising for unavoidable delays in its production. 
As far as I can remember, this is the first time Yamshchik has been late. Ever. 'lhe BJRP should 
have such a reex>rd ••• 
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□PHILATELIA BALTICA - German Language Journal of the Latvian Study Circle 
in the Association of German Philatelists. 

El'.litor (of this issue) Harry von HOfmann. 
Annual subscription: J:M 20 or US$ 15. 

For many years, information on Iatvian Postal Rates has been s_parse. '!his issue of Philatelia 
Baltica contains an article by M. Birznieks and P. zarins, which for the first time schedules 
the changes in Postal Tariffs fran 1918 to 1940, for postcards and letters of the first weight 
stage (Town, Inland and Foreign), fran official sources. 'lhe article fills a long-existing gap! 

other articles include a highly specialised and technical study of Baltic Philately under micro
scopic examination, by Prof. Dr. Klein, 'Machine Cancels of Iatvia' by N. Ja.kiJoovs, and 'Postage 
Due Markings of Russia fran the Baltic area' by N. Jakim:>vs (including the Postal Rates of 1st 
April 1899). 

A most useful issue. 
- R.L.J. 

□THE STAMP LOVER - Magazine of the National Philatelic Society 
Vol. 79 No. 3 September 1987 

'!his issue contains an interesting article on the Royal Naval Air Service Aim:>ured car Squadron 
which served in Russia between 1915 and 1917, with specific reference to a correspoodence 
recently discovered, relating to three members of the expedition to Russia. ('lhe correspondence 
was auctioned in November 1987 by Robson Lowe). 

Vol. 80 No. 6 December 1988 

o..ir member Philip Robinson has written a short note in this issue on a letter of 1828 via 
Hamburg to a missionary in Selenginsk, Siberia (of course!), not far fran Lake Baikal. 

- R.L.J. 

OTP0 - Quarterly Journal of the TP0 and Seapost Society. 
Vol.38 Nos. 4 & 5 (Whole Nos.206-207) Winter 1984 & Spring 1985, 
and Vol.41 No.2 to Vol.42 No.2 (Whole Nos.216-220) Summer 1987 
to Summer 1988. 
Hon. Secretary: Cyril Kidd, 9 Beech Park Ave, Northenden, Manchester 12. 
Annual subscription ES. 

Articles of specific interest to us in this run of issues include: 
Vol.38 No.4 (206) 'Finland TPOs: Further Notes' by ac, and 'Estonian Railway Mail and Postmarks: 
Russian Forerunners 1870-1918' by Vambola Hurt, on pp. 86-91, and a short note on a 'Per Siber
ischen Express' cachet, on p.98. 
Vol.41 No.2 (216), SUllmer 1987 contains a query on 'Von Auslande uber Bahnpost' labels on mail 
travelling through Germany. 'lhe query was answered in No.4 (218) Winter 1987 - the labels were 
to be affixed to all unlabelled registered mail arriving fran abroad, and were authorised by 
the German postal authorities on 7 August 1875. M::>st interesting! 

- R.L.J. 

□.SCANDINAVIAN CONTACT - Quarterly Journal of the Scandinavia Philatelic 
Society. Vol.13 Nos. 2 & 3 (whole Nos. 138-139) Sept-Dec 1987. 

No. 138 includes an 'Introduction to the Postal History of the Aaland Islands' by Bill Ross, on 
pages 59 to 69. 

No.139 includes 'Finnish Postal Rates 1891-1921' by E. Falck-Olristensen which contains sane 
very interesting information on postal arrangements in 1918. 

- R.L.J. 
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□SOUTH RUSSIA AND RUSSIAN REFUGEE POST ISSUES. Vol.3, parts 6-12 in the 
'Postage Stamps of Russia 1917-1923' series. By Dr R.J. CERESA. 
Price E43/$80, including surface postage. E:lition limited to 200 numbered copies. 
In two volumes. 

With 132 pa.ges of text and 300 plates, this is the biggest section in this series yet. It is 
also the first handbook on the issues of South Russia I am aware of, although the Wrangel Refugee 
Post issues have been the subject of an earlier book. 

For the serious collector of Civil War issues, this is an indispensable book, with a lot of use
ful infonnation and lots and lots of pictures. To start with the latter, I have my doubts about 
the inclusion of certain plates. Is there really any point in showing so many pa.ges of blocks, 
stamps and covers when the reproduction quality is occasionally so poor that no meaningful in
fonnation can be extracted fran these plates? I suspect sane rigorous editing of the plates 
could have reduced their number by a fifth or rore without banning the usefulness of the book 
in any way. 

I am very pleased to hear that future sections of this series will have illustrations inter
spersed with the text. '!bat has always been a drawback; the const.ant need to flip fran text to 
plates to drawings, all to get an idea of what a certain forgery looks like. Cclrpu"ed to the 
imnense usefulness of this book, these are small quil:i>les. A larger quil:i>le is the high price 
asked for the book. Coupled with my earlier remark about the quality of reproduction and the fact 
that the plates are a major pa.rt of the production costs of the book, I can't help but wish there 
had been less, but rore useful, plates, resulting in a lower price tag and a wider audience for 
this book. 

'!he section on the Wrangel Refugee post does of course go into considerable detail concerning 
the legality of the issue. Ceresa derives a number of features ~eh inmediately disqualify a 
Wrangel cover as a fabrication, but the covers which do not possess those features are by no 
means autanatically genuine, merely 'uncertain'. I must say I was not convinced of the legality 
of this issue after reading this section; and since one of the 'disqualifying' features is the 
date of the post(?) mark, and since backdating a bogus marking is just as easy as using the 
correct date, I can't see how the date of the camp cachet proves anything. 

I don't understand why the supporters of this issue (apparently including Stanley Gibbons, who 
list the issue in their catalogue) defend the legality of this issue so fervently, when the mass 
of evidence against the issue outweighs the practically naiexistent 'evidence' in support of its 
legality. I don't believe stamp issues deserve the benefit of the doubt ••• 

~les aside, this is another fine instalment in Dr Ceresa's pet project, and future instalments 
are eagerly awaited. 

□JOURNAL OF CHINESE PHILATELY - Journal of the China Philatelic Society of 
London. Nos. 252 to 259 (October 1987 to December 1988) 
E:litor: Roy W.Wright 
Membership Secretary: N.L.J. Silburn, 58 Perth Road, stamford, Lines PE9 2YY. 
Annual subscription: ES or US$ 10. 

Articles of interest include 'Sinkiang Trial Ainnail Flights' by Bill Lane in No.252 (further to 
his article in the August 1980 issue), and a fascinating article on ''Ihe sequence of Registered 
Covers fran Ulan Bator' by A. Sutcliffe, also in No.252. '!his article gives an estimate of the 
nunber of registered items sent fran Ulan Bator in 1926 and 1927, using ~ters to store data 
and draw the gra,lils? '1he author is evidently a statistician, and the method used can be applied 
to any post office where there is enough data. An interesting area for research in Russian 
Philately? 

No.258 includes a short article by Paul Davey on 'Manchuria, 'Ihird Mao Issue'. No.259 includes 
an article on 'Sinkiang Overprints on 5th SYS' by P.N. Davey, including details of the different 
types of overprint, perforations and pa.pers (not mentioned in Stanley Gibbens). 
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Society Matters 
N. J. D. Al'IIES 

MINUTES 

197th General Meeting: 17th September 1988 

Present Dr R. Casey (President) , Mr J. Moyes ( Olainnan), Messrs Blunt, Hendersoo., Jose.r;h, Kelioo, 
Knightoo, Langran, Page, ~l, Pritt, steyn, 'l\1rner and Ames (secretary). 

Secretary's Report 

Mr Ames said the O:mnittee had considered the possibility of extending the Expertisatioo Service 
to overseas members. However, it had cxncluded that it would not be practical to do so in view 
of the difficulties both in respect of the insurance of the material and the possible impositioo 
of V.A.T. by HM OJstans and Excise. 

'!be O:mnittee had also considered extending the library service to overseas members. It was 
thought that it might be possible to make a limited extensioo in this case. However, it would be 
necessary to use ai.nnail postage to exchange the library material within a reasooable time frame. 
'Ibis might make it prohibitively expensive for the overseas borrowing member. It might, however, 
be possible to send px:,tostat copies instead, but it \Olld be necessary to examine the new Copy
right Act before reaching a final decisioo. '1be Librarian would consider the matter further. 

'!be O:mnittee had agreed that up to ooe page of the Journal could be devoted to member-to-member 
adlets. No facilities \Olld be available, however, to external advertisers. 

'!be O:mnittee had agreed that the issue of membership cards to new members 'NOuld be discxntinued. 
'lbese cards no looger served a useful p.irpose. 

'lbe Cannittee had considered and approved a new design for the Journal oover oo a cream coloured 
paper. 

'1be Jubilee issue of the Journal [No 63] had received a Silver medal at the Finlandia 88 Philat:
elic Exhibitioo. 

'1bere were three people proposed for formal electioo to the SOciety, namely: 

M. Bamet, 40 rue E Manet, I.a Roche-sur-Yoo, France 85000 FE, I, Pr, C 
Masayuki Watanabe, 5-21 Nishidai 3, Itami City, Hyogo 664, Japan A, B, I. Pr, PH, PS, Z, FS, C, 

SC, TPO, l«J, RRL. 
J. Taylor, 120 Valley st, New Haven, Camecticut 06515, USA A, FE, R, PH 

All received unaniioous a.r;:proval. 

'1be formal business of the meeting was cxncluded at 3.17pn. After the custanary 30 minute break, 
the annual aanpetitioos for the SOciety'_s tro.r;hies were held. 

Myers TroplY 
Six sheets of general interest - Soviet ooly. 
'lbere was one entrant. 
N.J.D. Ames, with a display of ''lbe star overprints 1922'. 

atchanan Olp 
Six sheets of general interest - noo-Soviet. 
'lbere were t'NO entrants. 
Winner: I. steyn, with a display of 'Parcel cards - '!be First 3 t,blths'. 
Runner-up: J. Moyes, with a display of 'Mail fran Central Asia'. 

Bojanowicz TroplY 
~lve sheets of a specialised nature - any part of the Russian Plnpire and any period. 
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'!here were three entrants. 
Winner: A. Blunt, with a display of 'Poland-Lublin'. 
Runner-up: E.G. Peel with a display of 'Innaninate Post Marks'. 

stili:>e Rose Bowl 

'I'Nelve sheets with a written paper up to 500 words, covering original research by the exhibitor. 
'!here was one entrant. 
Mr I. steyn, who talked about his display entitled 'Postal rates in ~te Siberia'. 
It was unaninv:>usly agreed that the award should be made. 

Special General Meeting: 17th September 1988 

'Ibis Special General Meeting had been called to vote on a proposal fran the Treasurer: 

''!hat the membership subscriptioo rate for 1989 shall be £10 for all members'. 

'lhe Treasurer, Mr A. Blunt said that the reasoos for the increase had been fully explained in 
the Secretary's letter to members dated 23 August 1988. 

'lhe rootion was then proposed by Mr Blunt and seconded by Mr .!\mes. It was carried unaninv:>usly. 

198th General Meeting: 12th November 1988 

Present Dr. R. casey (President), Mr J. Moyes (Olairman), Drs. Ceresa and Rutkowska, 
Messrs. Calvert, Hen3erson, Knighton, Langran, Miskin, t&vicic, Violet, walker 
and J\mes (Secretary) • 

Secretary's Report 

Mr .!\mes said that the carmittee had ocnsidered the possibility of piblishing both an article by 

Kurt K. Karlsson entitled 'Agathoo. Faberge, Philatelist' that had appeared in Bulletin 3 of the 
Finlandia 88 Exhibitim, oarmenting adversely m the 1939 Banner's Sale of Faberge's collectim, 
and a reply to this article by Bernard Hanner. After a lot of discussioo, which inclmed a strong 
objectim fran the Journal B:litor, Mr Ivo steyn, it was decided that the articles should not be 
piblished. 

'1he carmittee was also ocnsidering whether or not the Society should have an official tie. Che 

of the carmittee members had been charged with gathering 110re informatim as to oosts, etc. 

'!here were three people proposed for formal election to the Society, namely: 

w. Stickney, 7590 Windland way, Parker, a:> 80134, USA 

N. Jakiroovs, PO Box 37, 226011 Riga 11, USSR 

T. Denison, 18 Kalymna Grove, East st Kilda, Victoria 3183, 
Australia 

All received unanim:>us approval. 

'lhe formal business of the meeting was oooclmed at 3.12pn. 

PH 
B, F, Pr, PH, TPO, (all Iatvia 
ally) RR 

A, B, FE, I, L, P, R, T, U, 
Pr, PH, PS, Z, FS, C, SC, TPO, 
MU, RRL 

After the custanary 30 minute break, the annual roan auctim was held under the supervisioo of 
Mr Henderson. '1he total sale proceeds of this auctim were £280, producing a ocmnissim for the 
Society of £28. 
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SECRETARY'S NOTE 

'lhe minutes of the Annual General Meeting will appear in the September issue of the Joumal. 
However, a number of major changes were agreed at the meeting and I would like to draw these 
to your attention. 

'lhe posts of Research Superintendent and Press Secretary were abolished, and replaced by a 
new post of Press & information Officer. '!he Rev. L.L. Tann was elected to this position. Apart 
fran the normal ccntacts with the prilatelic press, he will be responsible for directing members 
to various sources of information to help them find out m:::>re about their specific interests. 
Dr T. Rutkowska resigned as Press Secretary, but remained on the O::mnittee as our Russian 
language Calsultant. Mr George Henderson was elected as our new Librarian in addition to his 
responsibilities as Auction Secretary. Mr Dragan Udovicic, a specialist dealer in Russia and 
Eastern European countries, was elected to the camdttee for the first time. 

After many years of service to the SOciety, Dr Ceresa and Messrs Droar, Jose.i;il, Knighton and 
Pritt resigned fran the Cannittee. 

DATES OF~ MEETINGS~ 1989 

JUNE 3 

SEPTEMBER 16 

NOVEMBER 18 

Postal Auction 

Competitions 

Room Auction 

ALL meetings start at 15.00, and are held 
at the Union Jack Club, 91 Waterloo Road, 

London SEl. 

STOP PRESS 

'lhe 1989 North-West Area meeting will be held on 10 September in Manchester. Details fran the 
Press and Information Officer, Rev. L.L. Tann. 

'lhe 1989 south-West Area meeting will be held in August, with the precise date not yet known as 
this issue goes to the printer. Contact Rev. L.L. Tann for further information. 
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We regret that this issue of the BJRP was ·delayed, and apologise for 
withdrawal symptoms which may have resulted. 
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